Wednesday, 22 January 2014
2.00 pm

Smith Square 1&2, Ground, Floor, Local
Government House, Smith Square, London,
SW1P 3HZ

Guidance notes for visitors
Local Government House, Smith Square, London SW1P 3HZ
Welcome!
Please read these notes for your own safety and that of all visitors, staff and tenants.
Security
All visitors (who do not already have an LGA ID badge), are requested to report to the Reception
desk where they will be asked to sign in and will be handed a visitor’s badge to be worn at all times
whilst in the building.
Fire instructions
In the event of the fire alarm sounding, vacate the building immediately following the green Fire Exit
signs. Go straight to the assembly point in Tufton Street via Dean Trench Street (off Smith Square).
DO NOT USE THE LIFTS.
DO NOT STOP TO COLLECT PERSONAL BELONGINGS.
DO NOT RE-ENTER BUILDING UNTIL AUTHORISED TO DO SO.
Open Council
“Open Council”, on the 1st floor of LG House, provides informal
meeting and business facilities with refreshments, for local authority members/
officers who are in London.
Toilets
Toilets for people with disabilities are situated on the Basement, Ground, 2nd, 4th, 6th and 7th floors.
Female toilets are situated on the basement, ground, 1st, 3rd, 5th and 7th floors. Male toilets are
available on the basement, ground, 2nd, 4th, 6th and 8th floors.
Accessibility
Every effort has been made to make the building as accessible as possible for people with
disabilities. Induction loop systems have been installed in all the larger meeting rooms and at the
main reception. There is a parking space for blue badge holders outside the Smith Square entrance
and two more blue badge holders’ spaces in Dean Stanley Street to the side of the building. There is
also a wheelchair lift at the main entrance. For further information please contact the Facilities
Management Helpdesk on 020 7664 3015.
Further help
Please speak either to staff at the main reception on the ground floor, if you require any further help
or information. You can find the LGA website at www.local.gov.uk
Please don’t forget to sign out at reception and return your badge when you depart.

LGA Leadership Board
22 January 2014
There will be a meeting of the LGA Leadership Board at 2.00 pm on Wednesday, 22 January 2014
Smith Square 1&2, Ground, Floor, Local Government House, Smith Square, London, SW1P 3HZ.
Attendance Sheet:
Please ensure that you sign the attendance register, which will be available in the meeting room. It
is the only record of your presence at the meeting.
Apologies:
Please notify your political group office (see contact telephone numbers below) if you are unable to
attend this meeting.
Labour:
Conservative:
Liberal Democrat:
Independent:

Aicha Less:
Luke Taylor:
Group Office:
Group Office:

020 7664 3263
020 7664 3264
020 7664 3235
020 7664 3224

email: aicha.less@local.gov.uk
email: luke.taylor@local.gov.uk
email: libdem@local.gov.uk
email: Vanessa.Chagas@local.gov.uk

Location:
A map showing the location of Local Government House is printed on the back cover.
LGA Contact:
Cathy Boyle 0207 664 3205
Guest WiFi in Local Government House
This is available in Local Government House for visitors. It can be accessed by enabling “Wireless
Network Connection” on your computer and connecting to LGH-guest, the password is
Welcome2010LG.
Carers’ Allowance
As part of the LGA Members’ Allowances Scheme a Carer’s Allowance of up to £6.31 per hour is
available to cover the cost of dependants (i.e. children, elderly people or people with disabilities)
incurred as a result of attending this meeting.
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Item 1

Local Government Finance Settlement
Purpose of report
For discussion and direction.
Summary
This report summarises LGA activity on the Local Government Finance Settlement and the
LGA response. The LGA Executive will also consider this report at its meeting on 23
January 2014.

Recommendation
That Leadership Board
•

endorse the response to the Local Government Finance Settlement agreed by
Finance Panel office holders;

•

note that lobbying will continue on key issues in the run-up to the Settlement being
approved by Parliament in the 2nd week of February.

Action
Officers to issue briefing for Final Settlement debate.

Contact officer: Mike Heiser
Position:

Senior Adviser (Finance)

Phone no:

020 7664 3265

Email:

mike.heiser@local.gov.uk
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Local Government Finance Settlement
Background
1. The local government finance settlement for 2014-15 and illustrative settlement for 201516 was announced on 18 December 2013. The LGA issued a full on the day briefing
which is attached as an annex to this report.
2. This response was considered and agreed by Finance Panel office-holders in time for
submission by the closing date of 15 January 2014. Some of the key points were raised
by the Chairman in his meeting with Brandon Lewis MP on 13 January.
Key lobbying points in the LGA’s response to the settlement
3. The following are the key points in the LGA response:
3.1. The provisional Local Government Finance Settlement for 2014-15 and 2015-16
confirms that councils will continue to face public sector spending cuts up to 2016.,
with the next two years being the toughest yet for most authorities. The Government
has however started to listen to local authorities and made some important
concessions without which local services would have suffered more.
3.2. We note that the Government has been unable to substantiate the figure in the
2013 Spending Round that there would be a real terms reduction in overall Local
Government spending in 2015-16 of 2.3%. The figure of 1.8% announced as this
part of the settlement is in cash not real terms and the average reduction in
spending power announced by the Government is 3.3% in real terms rather than
2.3%. We call on the Government to substantiate the figure of 2.3% or withdraw it.
3.3. Central government grant to run local services will fall by 8.5 per cent over the next
two years, even when the additional funding through the Better Care Fund is taken
into account. Without ring-fenced and health funding the fall is 15.9% in cash terms.
Not all councils get the Better Care Fund so the overall figure masks higher cuts to
these councils.
3.4. As a result of the Autumn Statement there will not be an additional reduction in 20142015 this time over and above that announced in June. This is a positive
development as it will aid financial planning in local government.
3.5. We welcome the statement that the business rates changes in the Autumn
Statement will be fully paid for. But local government has yet to see the detailed
mechanism to be used.
3.6. We call for council tax support funding to be made more transparent at individual
authority level.
3.7. At a time when local authorities are contending with the biggest cuts in living
memory, the introduction of the Better Care Fund and Government’s decision to
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reverse potentially costly changes to the New Homes Bonus will help the efforts of
many local authorities in protecting vital services.
3.8. The reduction of the money held back from councils for initiatives such as the New
Homes Bonus reverses the position announced in the summer technical consultation
on local government finance. It demonstrates that the concerns of the LGA and
councils were listened to. But we are concerned that the Government will be still be
going ahead with the £120m top-slice for the safety net in 2014-15 and that the topslice removal from London boroughs for New Homes Bonus in 2015-16 will also be
going ahead, especially since the Government has not fully explained the reasons for
treating London differently. We call for the safety net to be funded by the
Government from outside the settlement.
3.9. We welcome the Government’s commitment to continue to help authorities worst
affected by the settlement through an Efficiency Support Grant.
3.10.We note the Secretary of State has yet to announce the level of Council Tax he will
regard as excessive in 2014/15 and note that this makes forward planning difficult
for many authorities. The next two years will be the toughest yet for local public
services. By the end of this Parliament, local government will have to have made
£20 billion worth of savings. Councils have so far largely restricted the impact of the
cuts on their residents. They have worked hard to save those services that people
most value and have protected spending on social care for children and the elderly,
but even these areas are now facing reductions. 2015/16 will be a crunch year for
councils and local public services.
3.11.We are concerned at the ending of the specific grant for local welfare support from
2015-16. There is concern that ending this grant in 2015-16 – contrary to
Government promises to review the grant before coming to future decisions; will add
to pressures for councils.
3.12.It is unacceptable that for a second consecutive year, councils have had to wait
until late December to find out their funding for the next year. Moreover we note
that specific grant allocations from DWP are currently missing from the draft
settlement. This hampers local authorities in properly consulting with residents
and deprives local areas of the long-term certainty needed to run important local
services to a high standard. No business would be run in this way. We look
forward to the Chancellor delivering on his commitment to provide a longer-term
funding settlement for authorities and for there to be fewer in year announcements.
Conclusion and next steps
4. The final settlement for 2014-15 is expected to be announced in late January and be
approved by Parliament in the second week of February. The LGA will issue a briefing
for this debate.
Financial Implications

5. This is core work for the LGA and will be contained within existing budgets.
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Local Government Association (LGA) briefing:
Provisional Local Government Finance Settlement
2014-15 and 2015-16
18th December 2013

Today’s Provisional Local Government Finance Settlement confirms that councils
will continue to face significant spending reductions up to 2016. The Government
has however started to listen to local authorities and made some important
concessions without which local services would have suffered more.

·

Central government grant to run local services will fall by 8.5 per cent over the next
two years, when including NHS support for social care. However, without including
NHS support for social care which is not available for shire district councils, the
reduction is 15.9 per cent.

·

As a result of the Autumn Statement there will not be an additional reduction in
2014-2015. This is a positive development as it will aid financial planning in local
government.

·

At a time when local authorities are contending with the biggest cuts in living
memory, the introduction of the Better Care Fund and Government’s decision to
reverse potentially costly changes to the New Homes Bonus will help the efforts of
some local authorities in protecting vital everyday services.

·

The reduction of the money held back from councils for initiatives such as the New
Homes Bonus reverses the position announced in the summer technical
consultation on local government finance. It demonstrates that the concerns of the
LGA and councils were listened to.

·

The next two years will be the toughest yet for local public services. By the end of
this Parliament, local government will have to have made £20 billion worth of
savings. Councils have so far largely restricted the impact of the cuts on their
residents. They have worked hard to save those services that people most value
and have protected spending on social care for children and the elderly, but even
these areas are now facing reductions. 2015/16 will be a crunch year for councils
and local public services.

·

It is unacceptable that for a second consecutive year, councils have had to wait
until a week before Christmas to find out their funding for the next year. This
prevents local authorities from being able to properly consult with residents and
deprives local areas of the long-term certainty needed to run important local
services to a high standard. No business would be run in this way. We look forward
to the Chancellor delivering on his commitment to provide a longer-term funding
settlement for local authorities.

KEY FACTS
·

The Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) has announced
the provisional local government finance settlement for 2014-15. The Department
has also announced an illustrative settlement for 2015-16.

·

The closing date for responses to DCLG is 15 January 2014.
1
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Email: lee.bruce@local.gov.uk
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·

Briefing

LGA KEY MESSAGES
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·

There is a reduction in net Aggregate External Finance of 9.4 per cent in 2014-15
and 13.2 per cent in 2015-16. Compared with the summer consultation, there is
£123 million more in the Settlement Funding Assessment (SFA) for 2014-15 and
£131 million more for 2015-16 which has been found by reducing holdbacks for
New Homes Bonus (£100m in each year) and capitalisation (£50million). The
balance is explained by the resources for Efficiency Support Grant and sparse
authorities.

·

There is an overall reduction of revenue spending power of 2.9 per cent in 2014-15
and 1.8 per cent in 2015-16 (these figures exclude the Greater London Authority).
This includes new resources for social care through the Better Care Fund.
Excluding council tax income this is a reduction of 5.3 per cent in 2014-15 and 3.5
per cent in 2015-16, or 8.5 per cent over the two years.

·

Confirmation that the Government will pay in full for the business rates changes
announced in the Autumn Statement. The Government is doing this by increasing
revenue support to compensate for the lower increase in the local share by a
section 31 grant.

·

Referendum limits have not been announced. The Government will make a further
announcement in the New Year.

·

The Government has announced an additional £2.35 billion of basic needs funding
for councils to plan and create new school places that will be needed by 2017.

THE SETTLEMENT IN DETAIL
This is a two year settlement consisting of a provisional settlement for 2014-15 and
illustrative figures for 2015-16. The Government have announced the following:
·

Settlement Funding Assessment (SFA) figures for 2014-15 and 2015-16. This is a
cut of 9.4 per cent in 2014-15 and 13.2 per cent in 2015-16.

·

Compared with the summer technical consultation the holdbacks for New Homes
Bonus and capitalisation have been reduced; putting a net £123 million back into
SFA in 2014-15 and £131 million in 2015-16.

·

Revenue spending power (RSP) figures for 2014-15 and 2015-16 for each council.
These show an overall reduction in revenue spending power of 2.9 per cent in
2014-15 and 1.8 per cent in 2015-16 (excluding the Greater London Authority).
These figures include council tax income. If you leave council tax out, this is a cut
of 5.3 per cent in 2014-15 and 3.5 per cent in 2015-16, or 8.5 per cent over the two
years.

·

The main difference between the two figures is explained by:
o

Top slice for New Homes Bonus. The Revenue Spending Power figures
include the New Homes Bonus grant for both years.

o

NHS money to support social care of £1.1 billion in 2014-15 and £3.46
billion in 2015-16 as well as set-up costs of £285 million revenue and £50
million capital for set-up costs for deferred costs for social care. This money
will go to social care authorities.
2
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o

The effects of changes to business rates announced in the Autumn
Statement, including the two per cent cap. These have been adjusted for in
the SFA figures, but not in the Revenue Spending Power figures.

·

The Government has confirmed that it will pay Efficiency Support Grant to councils
which would otherwise have a revenue spending power reduction of more than 6.9
per cent. Nine councils are eligible in 2014-15 and 14 councils are eligible in 201516. They £40.5 million in each of 2014-15 and 2015-16 has been set aside to pay
for this.

·

They will also continue to pay a grant to the most sparsely populated authorities;
this is estimated at £9.5 million in 2013-14. It will be incorporated into the
Settlement Funding Assessment from 2014-15.

New Homes Bonus
The provisional amounts for the New Homes Bonus (NHB) for 2014-15 and 2015-16
have been announced by DCLG. This includes a total of £916 million in 2014-15 and
£1150 million in 2015-16. This will continue to be funded through £250 million in
specific grant with the rest in top-sliced funding. These figures are £100 million less for
both 2014-15 and 2015-16 than the amount included in the summer technical
consultation. This funding will be used to increase Settlement Funding Assessment
(SFA) in each of these years.
Any unallocated money will be returned to local government in proportion to the SFA
as a supplementary NHB amount, as was the case in 2013-14.
As previously announced the Government will not be going ahead with the transfer of
£330 million of NHB to Local Enterprise Partnerships in 2015-16. However, £70 million
will be transferred from London Boroughs and the City to the Greater London Authority.
Business rates
There are no changes to the business rates retention scheme which is now in its
second year, other than an announcement on pooling. DCLG is consulting on 13
proposals for pools in 2014-15, the same number as in 2013-14.
The income from business rates will be affected by the measures announced in the
2013 Autumn Statement. These are:
·

The 3.2 per cent RPI increase for 2014-15 will be reduced to 2 per cent.

·

A £1,000 discount for all retail, pubs, cafes (excluding banks and betting offices)
with rateable values below £50,000 for 2 years.

·

The doubling of Small Business Rate Relief will continue for a further year.

·

Ratepayers will continue to keep their Small Business Rate Relief entitlement for a
year where they take on a second property. New occupiers of former retail
premises which have been unoccupied for a year will receive a 50 per cent
discount for 18 months.

The Government has said that they these will be paid for through the section 31 grant
3
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so that councils are fully compensated. Figures reflected in the settlement aggregate
this grant into local business rates
The multiplier will therefore be 48.0 pence, with the small business multiplier being
47.1 pence. Top-ups and tariffs will be uprated by 1.95 per cent; rather than the
September Retail Price Index of 3.2 per cent.
The Government has also issued proposals for reforming the system of challenging
and appeals for business rates. A consultation will close on 3 March 2014.
LGA view
·

It is good news that councils will be fully compensated for the loss of income
from the business rate measures. The Autumn Statement puts this at a total of
£1.1 billion.

·

The extension of the small business rates relief extension and other measures to
help small businesses is good news as is the Government’s commitment to paying
for this through the New Burdens Doctrine.

·

However, councils have yet to see the payment to cover the extension
announced in last year's Autumn Statement and need strong assurances that
they will receive both payments as soon as possible. Unless it is fully funded it
will further undermine council finances at a time when councils need every penny
for vital services.

·

The amount of holdbacks for the safety net has not changed since the proposals in
the summer technical consultation. The Government should set all appeals up to
31st March 2013 against the old business rates pool, thus reducing the need for a
safety net top-slice.

Council tax
The Provisional Local Government Finance Settlement announces the following on
council tax:
·

The freeze grant will be extended for both 2014-15 and 2015-16. This grant is
equivalent to a one per cent increase in council tax.

·

Referendum limits have not been announced. DCLG says they will be announced
separately in the New Year. The written ministerial statement says that ministers
are “particularly open to representations suggesting that some lower threshold be
applied to all or some categories of authorities, given the strong need to protect
taxpayers wherever possible from unreasonable increases in bills, and given next
year’s elections on 22 May across the country allow for referendums to be held at
minimal cost.”

LGA view
·

Referendums on council tax are an unnecessary and a costly burden that will
put growth generating investment at risk.

4
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Local Council Tax Support
Funding for local council tax support schemes is now included in the Settlement
Funding Assessment.
·

As foreshadowed in the technical consultation document, the funding for council tax
support in 2014-15 will not be separately identified. The total amount of council tax
support, according to the DCLG information, is £3.305 billion for 2014-15. If
councils decrease funding to their local council tax support schemes in line with the
reduction in SFA over £1 billion will be taken out of external funding by the end of
2015-16.

·

DCLG has also announced additional New Burdens funding of £34.8 million and
this will go to billing authorities. However, no account has been taken of increased
costs of enforcement. As previously announced, DCLG will not be paying a
transitional grant in 2014-15.

LGA view
·

The National Audit Office has said that councils have implemented local council tax
support schemes well. However, the way in which the support figures have not
been identified at individual authority level in 2014-15 means that it is not clear how
much of local schemes are being externally funded. The Government should be
more transparent about the level of external funding.

·

DCLG are paying for the changes to local council tax support through the New
Burdens money which is something the LGA has called for. However, we do not
agree with the decision not to make an allowance for the increased costs of
enforcement.

Better Care Fund and funding for the Care Bill
The Better Care Fund (BCF) – formerly the ‘Integration Transformation Fund’ – was
announced in the June 2013 Spending Round as a ‘pooled budget for health and
social care services, shared between the NHS and local authorities, to deliver better
outcomes and greater efficiencies through more integrated services for older and
disabled people’. The local government elements of the BCF (including the £1.1 billion
transfer from health to social care) are based on local government formula and the
health elements on Clinical Commissioning Group formula.
The Autumn Statement in December committed the Government to ‘making sure
pooled funding is an enduring part of the framework for the health and social care
system beyond 2015/16’.
The fund does not address the financial challenges facing councils and Clinical
Commissioning Groups (CCGs) in 2015/16 and instead brings together local
government and NHS resources that are already committed to existing activity.
The June 2013 Spending Round set out the following:
2014/15
2015/16
An additional £200 million transfer from £3.8 billion pooled budget to be deployed
the NHS to social care, in addition to the locally on health and social care through
£900 million transfer already planned (as pooled budget arrangements
set out in the 2010 Spending Review)
5
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In 2015/16 the BCF will be created from the following:
£1.9 billion NHS funding
£1.9 billion based on existing funding in 2014/15 that is allocated across the health and
wider care system, composed of:
· £135 million Carers’ Breaks funding
· £300 million CCG reablement funding
· £354 million capital funding (including £220 million of Disabled Facilities Grant)
· £1.1 billion existing transfer from health to social care
In the June Spending Round the Government announced £335 million in 2015/16 ‘so
that councils can prepare for reforms to the system of social care funding, including the
introduction of a cap on people’s care costs from April 2016 and a universal offer of
deferred payment agreements from April 2015.’ The Department of Health has also
identified other costs relating to care and support totalling £130 million that are to be
met through the BCF.
LGA view
·

The LGA’s Rewiring Public Services campaign has called for further integration
of social care and health services. Integrated services are more likely to
improve outcomes in ways which treat people with dignity and respect and it
makes sense to get rid of duplication and waste. The BCF therefore fits well
with our aspirations for integrated health and care and is an opportunity
to improve joint working between health and social care for the benefit of
the individual and the public purse. Health and Wellbeing Boards will need
to be at the centre of this work.

·

We also welcome the Autumn Statement announcement that the pooling of
resource between health and social care will be a permanent feature of our
health and social care system. However, the BCF does not of itself address
the financial challenges facing councils and clinical commissioning
groups and is included within NHS Departmental Expenditure Limits, so it
could be regarded as double counting. We need sustainable funding for
adult social care both for now and in the longer-term in order to make the most
of the Better Care Fund.

·

The reforms being implemented through the Care Bill need to be fully costed
and funded as new burdens. This means funding both implementation in
2015/16 (the £335 million referenced above) and supporting on-going running
costs (money for which will be allocated through future Spending Reviews). The
additional ‘other costs’ of £130 million that the Department of Health has
identified should be counted as new burdens and therefore funded from new
money.

Schools and Children’s Services Funding
Schools funding is through ring-fenced resources – the Dedicated Schools Grant and
the Pupil Premium. Most Children’s Services Funding is included within the Settlement
Funding Assessment. Today’s announcements concern both revenue and capital
funding.
·

The Government has announced an additional £2.35 billion of basic needs funding
for councils to plan and create new school places that will be needed by 2017. This
6
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is additional to the £5 billion allocated between 2011-15 and represents an
additional two-year allocation, drawing on the £21 billion of extra schools capital
between 2015 and 2020 announced in this summer’s Spending Review.
·

Provisional figures for Dedicated Schools Grant and pupil premium for 2014-15
have been published. This includes funding for 2 year old nursery education for
2014-15 – a total of £775m. The allocation to councils of Education Services Grant
of £750 million has also been published. The figures can be found on the
Department’s website.

·

The Government has announced that £70 million of the £150 million which was
paid for adoption in 2013-14 will be used for Special Educational Needs costs in
2014-15. There is as yet no news on how the £80 million balance will be used.

·

The expected consultations on the National Funding Formula and the cuts to
Education Services Grant in 2015-16 have not been published. The LGA
understands that they are likely to be published early in the New Year.

LGA View
·

The LGA has been pressing the Government make three year capital funding
allocations to councils to allow them to plan properly provide the sharply rising
demand for primary school places and deliver the most cost-effective long term
solutions. So the announcement of an additional two year allocation to give
councils certainty over central funding between 2014 and 2017 is very
welcome and something the LGA called for.

·

We are very concerned at the continuing delay to the announcements about the
introduction of a new National Funding Formula for schools in April 2015 and the
cuts to Education Services Grant in 2015/16, which is causing great uncertainty for
councils and schools.

·

Continuing reductions to early intervention funding risk under-resourcing local
authorities in their delivery of early support to children, young people and families.
Cutting core funding is counter-productive and will lead to significant cost
pressures in the longer term, due to increased demand for more costly longerterm/lifelong interventions. Local authorities will be less able to provide
support for children and families affected by disabilities or existing /
potential development delays.

Police Funding
The police grant will decrease by 4.8 per cent in 2014-15. This year the police grant
incorporates the Community Safety Fund, which was provided to local policing bodies
in 2013-14 to commission services that help tackle drugs and crime, reduce reoffending and improve community safety. The Home Office has also confirmed there
will be a £50 million Police Innovation Fund available in 2014-15 to assist police and
crime commissioners establish initiatives that promote collaboration, including with the
emergency services and councils.
LGA View
·

These reductions in police funding will continue to leave Police and Crime
Commissioners with difficult decisions about how they deliver their manifesto

7
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commitments, sustain frontline policing and also look to make the efficiencies and
savings needed.
·

Working with partners, especially councils, on programmes like those
assisting troubled families or improving public health will therefore be crucial
in reducing the demands on police time and resources going forward, and the
pooling of budgets and co-commissioning of services will be vital in the future
funding of community safety activity.

Fire Funding
The decrease to fire Settlement Funding Assessments is 6.5 per cent in 2014-15 and
8.7 per cent in 2015-16. This reflects decisions taken as part of the Spending Round.
LGA view
·

The reduction in funding for fire authorities continues to put pressure on the
delivery of fire services. This will only be heightened by the additional reductions
in 2014-15 and 2015-16 and the expectation that this trend will continue into
subsequent years.

Further Information
For further information on this briefing paper please contact Mike Heiser, Senior
Adviser (Finance) (mike.heiser@local.gov.uk/ 020 7664 3265); or Lee Bruce, Public
Affairs and Campaigns Adviser (020 7664 3097 / lee.bruce@local.gov.uk)
The LGA will continue analysing settlement figures in order to develop a deeper
understanding of the effect on councils before replying to the consultation. We would
welcome sight of responses from individual members councils and groupings. Please send
to lgfinance@local.gov.uk
A dedicated workshop session in the LGA’s Rewiring Local Government Finance
conference on 8 January 2014 will provide an in-depth analysis of the figures announced
today. You can find out more about the event and book your place by following this link.

8
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Annex: Tables showing key numbers
Annex: Tables with key information

Table 1. Overall reduction in revenue spending power (RSP)
Total change in
Change in RSP, Change in RSP,
RSP over the
2013/14 to
2014/15 to
settlement
2014/15
2015/16
period
-2.9%
-1.8%
-4.5%
-2.5%
-3.0%
-5.5%
-1.4%
0.9%
-0.5%
-4.2%
-3.7%
-7.8%
-3.9%
-3.3%
-7.0%
-2.9%
-1.7%
-4.6%

Authority type
England average*
Shire districts
Shire counties
Met districts
London boroughs*
English unitaries**
*Excludes the GLA
**Excludes the Isles of Scilly

9
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Table 2. Composition of revenue spending power
Adjusted
2013/14, £m

2014/15,
£m

Adjusted
2014/15, £m

2015/16,
£m

Council tax (net of council tax support)

20,087

20,221

20,221

20,356

Settlement funding assessment (see table 2)
plus Adjustment to reflect Section 31 grants for
business rates cap

25,092

22,627

22,627

19,498

minus Council Tax Support Funding to Parishes
New Homes Bonus - prior year adjustment
New Homes Bonus - current year
Public health grant
NHS support to social care

0

108

108

108

-40

-40

-40

-40

82

34

34

86

668

916

916

1,164

2,662

2,794

2,794

2,794

859

1,100

9

9

Efficiency Support Grant
Adult Social Care New Burdens
Pooled NHS and LA Better Care Fund
Other grants, composed of:

9

10

285

285

1,645

3,460

718

925

552

567

0

0

0

0

Commons Pioneer Authorities
Inshore Fisheries Conservation Authorities

3

3

3

3

Lead Local Flood Authorities

15

15

15

10

Social Fund Admin Grant
Fire Revenue Grant (FireLink and New Dimension
elements)

27

28

28

29

3

3

3

0

175

172

172

0

402

0

0

373

33

35

35

0

Community Right to Challenge
Local Welfare Provision (Admin + Programme
funding) 2014-15
Housing Benefit Subsidy Admin
Local Council Tax Support and Housing Benefit
Administration Subsidy
Council Tax Support New Burdens Funding
LA Social Housing Fraud
City of London Offset

5

5

5

0

11

11

11

11

3

3

3

0

235

235

235

0

236

Community Right to Bid
Council Tax Freeze Grant 2014/15

-

Council Tax Freeze Grant 2015/16

-

Local Reform and Community Voices

Total revenue spending power

42

43

43

43

50,137

48,693

49,150

48,287

Change in spending power

-2.9%

-1.8%

Change in spending power less council tax

-5.3%

-3.5%

10
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Annex B – Glossary of Local Government Finance Technical Terms

Aggregate External Finance
Better Care Fund

Central Share

Dedicated Schools Grant

Education Services Grant

Efficiency Support Grant

Local Council Tax Support

Local share

Government grant (including specific grants) and
business rates together.
Previously known as the integration and
transformation fund, this is a single pooled budget
for health and social care services to work more
closely together in local areas, based on a plan
agreed between the NHS and local authorities
The percentage share of locally collected business
rates that will be paid to central government by
billing authorities. This will be set at 50 per cent.
The central share will be re-distributed to local
government through grants including the Revenue
Support Grant.
The Dedicated Schools Grant was introduced in
2006-07, and is the principal source of funding for
schools and related activities in England. The grant
was introduced in place of funding previously
allocated via the Formula Grant and a number of
smaller specific grants.
From 2013-14, new funding arrangements for
education services apply for local authorities and
academies. LA Block LACSEG for academies, and the
corresponding element of local government
revenue funding, was replaced by the new
Education Services Grant (ESG). The ESG is allocated
on a simple per-pupil basis to local authorities and
academies according to the number of pupils for
whom they are responsible.
A revenue grant which will help those authorities
most affected by reductions in spending power to
support long term changes to bring costs down
whilst continuing to deliver the services that their
citizens expect.
In April 2013 the national system of Council Tax
Benefit was replaced by local support schemes in
each billing authority. Authorities receive a fixed
amount of funding and are free to design schemes
as they wish, as long as pensioners' entitlement is
protected
The percentage share of locally collected business
rates that will be retained by local government. This
will be set at 50 per cent. The local share of the
estimated business rates aggregate is divided
between billing authorities on the basis of their
proportionate shares (This is the percentage of the
national business rates yield which a billing
authority has collected - on the basis of the average
rates collected by authorities over the two years
11
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2010-11 and 2011-12)

New Burdens Doctrine

New Homes Bonus

Pupil Premium

Revenue Spending Power

Safety Net

Section 31 Grant

Settlement Funding Assessment

Small Business Rate Relief

The (business rates) multiplier

The Cabinet agreed that all new burdens on local
authorities must be properly assessed and fully
funded by the relevant department.
A grant paid to local councils for increasing the
number of homes and their use, paid each year for
6 years. It’s based on the amount of extra Council
Tax revenue raised for new-build homes,
conversions and long-term empty homes brought
back into use. There is also an extra payment for
providing affordable homes.
The pupil premium was introduced in April 2011
and is allocated to schools to work with pupils who
have been registered for free school meals at any
point in the last six years (known as ‘Ever 6 FSM’).
Schools also receive funding for children who have
been looked after continuously for more than six
months, and children of service personnel
Broadly speaking, spending power from council tax,
Government revenue grants and NHS funding for
social care.
A mechanism to protect any authority which sees
its business rates income drop, in any year, by more
than 7.5 per cent below their baseline funding
level.
A grant paid to local councils under Section 31 of
the Local Government Finance Act 2003, under
such conditions as the minister may determine
Previously known as start-up funding assessment,
this is a local authority’s share of the local
government spending control total which will
comprise its Revenue Support Grant for the year in
question and its baseline funding level - it is also
the sum of formula funding and grants rolled in
from 2013.
Until 31 March 2015 businesses receive 100% relief
(doubled from the usual rate of 50%) for properties
with a rateable value of £6,000 or less. This means
business rates are not payable on properties with a
rateable value of £6,000 or less. The rate of relief
gradually decreases from 100% to 0% for properties
with a rateable value between £6,001 and £12,000.
The business rates multiplier when multiplied by
the rateable value of a property determines a
ratepayer’s business rate bill. There are two
multipliers – one for small businesses and one for
larger businesses. These are set nationally. The
12
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small business multiplier is uprated annually by the
retail prices index (although exceptionally a lesser
increase may be imposed) and the other multiplier
adjusted accordingly.
Top-ups and Tariffs

The difference between an authority's business
rates baseline (the amount expected to be
collected through the local share of business rates)
and its baseline funding level (the amount of SFA
provided through the local share). Tariff authorities
make a payment and top-up authorities receive a
payment. Tariffs and top-ups are self funding at the
outset of the scheme and uprated by inflation each
year.

13
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Local Government Finance Settlement
2014-15 and 2015-16 Consultation
15th January 2014

Key points
3. The provisional Local Government Finance Settlement for 2014-15 and 201516 confirms that councils will continue to face public sector spending cuts up
to 2016., with the next two years being the toughest yet for most authorities.
The Government has however started to listen to local authorities and made
some important concessions without which local services would have suffered
more.
4. We note that the Government has been unable to substantiate the figure in
the 2013 Spending Round that there would be a real terms reduction in overall
Local Government spending in 2015-16 of 2.3%. The figure of 1.8%
announced as this part of the settlement is in cash not real terms and the
average reduction in spending power announced by the Government is 3.3%
in real terms rather than 2.3%. We call on the Government to substantiate the
figure of 2.3% or withdraw it.
5. Central government grant to run local services will fall by 8.5 % over the next
two years, even when the additional funding through the Better Care Fund is
taken into account. Without ring-fenced and health funding the fall is 15.9% in
cash terms. Not all councils get the Better Care Fund so the overall figure
masks higher cuts to these councils.
6. As a result of the Autumn Statement there will not be an additional reduction
in 2014-2015 this time over and above that announced in June. This is a
positive development as it will aid financial planning in local government.
7. We welcome the statement that the business rates changes in the Autumn
Statement will be fully paid for. But local government has yet to see the
detailed mechanism to be used.
8. We call for council tax support funding to be made more transparent at
individual authority level.
9. At a time when local authorities are contending with the biggest cuts in living
memory, the introduction of the Better Care Fund and Government’s decision
to reverse potentially costly changes to the New Homes Bonus will help the
efforts of many local authorities in protecting vital services.
10. The reduction of the money held back from councils for initiatives such as the
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2. This response has been agreed by lead members of the LGA’s Finance
Panel.

Submission

1. The Local Government Association (LGA) is here to support, promote and
improve local government. We will fight local government's corner and support
councils through challenging times by making the case for greater devolution,
helping councils tackle their challenges and assisting them to deliver better
value for money services.
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New Homes Bonus reverses the position announced in the summer technical
consultation on local government finance. It demonstrates that the concerns of
the LGA and councils were listened to. But we are concerned that the
Government will be still be going ahead with the £120m top-slice for the safety
net in 2014-15 and that the top-slice removal from London boroughs for New
Homes Bonus in 2015-16 will also be going ahead, especially since the
Government has not fully explained the reasons for treating London
differently. We call for the safety net to be funded by the Government from
outside the settlement.
11. We welcome the Government’s commitment to continue to help authorities
worst affected by the settlement through an Efficiency Support Grant.
12. We note the Secretary of State has yet to announce the level of Council Tax
he will regard as excessive in 2014/15 and note that this makes forward
planning difficult for many authorities. The next two years will be the toughest
yet for local public services. By the end of this Parliament, local government
will have to have made £20 billion worth of savings. Councils have so far
largely restricted the impact of the cuts on their residents. They have worked
hard to save those services that people most value and have protected
spending on social care for children and the elderly, but even these areas are
now facing reductions. 2015/16 will be a crunch year for councils and local
public services.
13. We are concerned at the ending of the specific grant for local welfare support
from 2015-16. There is concern that ending this grant in 2015-16 – contrary to
Government promises to review the grant before coming to future decisions;
will add to pressures for councils.
14. It is unacceptable that for a second consecutive year, councils have had to
wait until late December to find out their funding for the next year. Moreover
we note that specific grant allocations from DWP are currently missing from
the draft settlement. This hampers local authorities in properly consulting with
residents and deprives local areas of the long-term certainty needed to run
important local services to a high standard. No business would be run in this
way. We look forward to the Chancellor delivering on his commitment to
provide a longer-term funding settlement for authorities and for there to be
fewer in year announcements.

Detail
The overall settlement
15. The Local Government Finance Settlement for 2014-15 confirms that councils
will continue to face significant reductions. Although the Government highlight
reductions in Revenue Spending Power of 2.9% in 2014-15 and 1.8% in 201516, a reduction over two years of 4.6% (figures not including the GLA), if one
takes out the contribution from council tax the reduction is 8.5% over two
years and if one takes out contributions from health service grants the
reduction over two years is 15.9%.
16. We do however welcome the changes between the summer Technical
Consultation, particularly the reduction in the holdback for New Homes Bonus
and capitalisation. Without these the settlement would be even worse than it
is. We are glad that some of the concerns of the LGA and the sector have
been listened to.
17. However the reduction in the Settlement Funding Assessment is 9.4% in
2014-15 followed by a further 13.2%% in 2015-16. Because of the
Government’s policy of reducing Revenue Support Grant it means that
Revenue Support Grant will fall by 40% in the three years from April 2013 to
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March 2016.
18. At the time of the 2013 Spending Round the Government said that the
reduction in spending power for 2015-16 would be 2.3% in real terms. The
Government has been unable to substantiate these figures. If the reduction in
Revenue Spending Power is expressed in real terms the reduction would be
3.3% or 1% more than the figures claimed by the Government. We call on the
Government to provide details of the 2.3% real terms reduction for 2015-16 or
to withdraw the figure.
Business Rates
19. The LGA notes the Government’s decision to cap the increase in business
rates for 2014-15 to 2%. The Settlement confirms that the measures in the
2013 Autumn Statement will be compensated for by a s.31 grant. It does not
however give details of exactly how this grant will be calculated. We call on
the Government to give more details quickly. We also call on them to ensure
that the payment for the measures taken in the 2012 Autumn Statement,
which has not yet reached local government, is provided as quickly as
possible.
20. The settlement confirms that the safety net will be increased to £120m in
2014-15, in recognition of the fact that the call on the safety net is likely to be
larger than initially forecast, at least, partly to the greater provision for appeals
against business rates valuations. As we said in our response to the summer
technical consultation, because business rates appeals are taking longer to
resolve than first thought, amounts which could have been set against the
2012-13 national non-domestic rates pool are instead having an effect on the
local share of business rates. We welcome the efforts of the Valuation Office
Agency to provide more information but ultimately this is not a matter within
the control of local authorities. We repeat our call for the Government to revisit
its previous decision about appeals and instead decide that the net effect of
any appeals for 2012-13 and before would be set against the ‘old’ national
pool.
21. We welcome the current consultation on the reform of the business rates
appeals system and will respond fully in due course. In the meantime the
Government should fund the risk of safety nets exceeding projected levels and
not top-slice additional amounts from the local government settlement.
22. The settlement also confirms that RSG will be further reduced to take account
of increases in the local share due to RPI increases. The amounts that will be
reduced are £214m in 2014-15 (this is lower than anticipated due to 2% cap)
and £312m in 2015-16. Reducing RSG in this way to take account of
increases in the local share due to increases in the RPI reduces the value of
the incentive offered by business rates retention. We call for this policy to be
reversed and for local government to keep all local share growth.
Council tax support
23. The settlement confirms that council tax support funding will not be separately
identified in 2014-15 or 2015-16, since there is not a separate element within
the Settlement Funding Assessment. The Government says that the top-line
transfer has not been reduced. But this is not reflected in authorities’ figures.
Furthermore, the detailed calculation model for 2014-15 available on the
gov.uk website shows that the council tax support funding has been split
between elements relating to upper and lower tier services and fire before the
overall reductions have been applied (10.3% for upper tier funding, 14.2% for
lower tier funding and 7.8% for fire and rescue funding), meaning that the CTS
funding has been reduced at authority level. Higher reductions apply for
2015-16 (16.1% for upper tier funding, 16.3% for lower tier funding and 8.5%
for fire and rescue funding. If authorities choose to reduce funding for their
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CTS schemes, it means that the funding for CTS schemes will fall by around
£1bn over three years.
24. This treatment contrasts sharply with the treatment of council tax freeze
funding where the element has been specifically protected within authority
amounts.
25. The Government statement points out that there is an element in the national
pot which reflects the reduction of the taxbase for parish and town councils
due to the end of Council Tax Benefits. Authorities will be having discussions
with parish and town councils. However it appears that this amount has also
not been protected at an individual authority level., so that if parish and town
councils continue with the same level of funding as in 13-14 it will be a
pressure on the budgets of the relevant billing authorities.
26. We repeat our call in the summer technical consultation for the amount of
central support for local council tax support schemes to be separately
identified.
New Homes Bonus
27. We welcome the fact that the top-slice for New Homes Bonus has been
reduced by £100m. We said in our response to the summer technical
consultation that the government should reduce the 2015-16 amount by
£210m in line with the National Audit Office figures. The provisional figures for
2015-16 suggest that this is much closer to the likely figure than the
Government’s original top-slice of £1.1bn.
28. We welcome the fact that the Government will no longer be top-slicing
amounts from authorities outside London to give to the LEPs for 2015-16. This
follows widespread concern from the sector, which was reflected in the LGA’s
response to the NHB consultation. But we are concerned that £70m will still
be top-sliced from London authorities to go to the GLA. Given the fact that
most New Homes Bonus is top-sliced off the main settlement, this is reducing
resources originally destined for the Boroughs to give to the GLA. The
Government has not fully explained why London is being treated differently in
this respect and London members of the LGA have made strong
representations about this. . We also call on the Government to set out
exactly how any contractual commitments of NHB revenues will be accounted
for in London.
NHS Funding and the Better Care Fund
29. The LGA’s Rewiring Public Services campaign has called for further
integration of social care and health services. Integrated services are more
likely to improve outcomes in ways which treat people with dignity and respect
and it makes sense to get rid of duplication and waste. The BCF therefore fits
well with our aspirations for integrated health and care and is an opportunity to
improve joint working between health and social care for the benefit of the
individual and the public purse. Health and Wellbeing Boards will need to be
at the centre of this work.
30. We also welcome the Autumn Statement announcement that the pooling of
resource between health and social care will be a permanent feature of our
health and social care system. However, the BCF does not of itself address
the financial challenges facing councils and clinical commissioning
groups. We need sustainable funding for adult social care both for now and in
the longer-term in order to make the most of the Better Care Fund.
31. The reforms being implemented through the Care Bill need to be fully costed
and funded as new burdens. This means funding both implementation in
2015-16 (the £335 million referenced above) and supporting on-going running
costs (money for which will be allocated through future Spending Reviews).
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The additional ‘other costs’ of £130 million that the Department of Health has
identified should be counted as new burdens and therefore funded from new
money.
32. The full amount of the Better Care Fund is being shown in councils’ Revenue
Spending Power figures for 2015-16. There is a risk that this means that the
headline spending power reduction does not provide a clear picture of the
likely effect of grant cuts on other local government services.. In addition the
LGA is aware of concern both in the sector and in the NHS that the money
has been effectively double-counted.
Local Welfare Support
33. We are concerned at the ending of the grant for local welfare support from
2015/16 - £172m nationally and that this was made known through the detail
of the revenue spending power figures as opposed to being announced by
DWP. This would appear to run counter to a ministerial assurance given in
the House of Lords to conduct a review of this grant in 2014-15 to help inform
future funding levels.
Council tax referendum limits
34. This year, contrary to its previously stated policy, the Government did not
announce council tax referendum limits in the provisional statement but stated
that it will do so in January. This is of concern to authorities and makes
budget planning more difficult. Under this legislation the Secretary of State
may come to a view about a Council Tax increase that he believes to be
excessive and it would seem that he now has at his disposal all the
information – on inflation and the cost of living for example – he would need to
come to this judgement. Councils work hard to keep council tax down and
many have chosen to take the Government freeze grants. The LGA considers
that the decision on whether to hold a council tax referendum should be up to
local people, as opposed to being subject to a nationally determined limit.
Any lower referendum than the 2% in 2013-14 will add to the financial
instability in local government.

Local Government Association
January 2014
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Annex

The detailed responses to the DCLG questions in the consultation are:
Question 1: Do you agree with the Government’s proposal to remove the
capitalisation holdback and re-allocate the funds ?
We note the Government’s decision and understand that it is due to a lack of
demand for capitalisation. As indicated above we welcome more money in the
2014-15 settlement. As indicated above, we also think that the increased topslice for the safety net should be funded from the outside. We would expect to
discuss this further with officials if circumstances change so as to increase the
demand from authorities for capitalisation of revenue costs.

Question 2: Do you agree with the Government’s proposal to reduce the
New Homes Bonus holdback from £800m to £700m?
We agree with the decision to reduce the NHB holdback for 2014-15. We also
consider that the government should keep the amount for 2015-16 under review
and possibly further reduce the holdback if the actual demands are nearer to the
figure predicted by the National Audit Office. As mentioned in para. 28 we also
call for the Government not to go ahead with the proposed £70m top-slice from
London councils.
Question 3: Do you agree with the Government’s proposal to increase and
roll in funding for rural authorities ?
We know that this decision will be welcomed by LGA members from rural
authorities.

Question 4: Do you have any comments on the impact of the 2014-15
settlement on protected groups, as set out in the draft Equality Statement?
We note the widespread concern in the sector that the settlement has a
disproportionate effect on the most deprived authorities and on protected groups.
The Government’s Equality Assessment notes the measures that have been
taken to build in protection in 2013-14 settlement but also notes that the
measures are likely to have a disproportionate effect on the most deprived
authorities and that there is correlation with protected groups. The LGA is aware
that these authorities would urge the Government to scale RSG back in a way
that has less of a disproportionate effect and to protect spending on council tax
support and resource equalisation in a similar way to the council tax freeze grant.
Other authorities would sympathise with this in principle but would be concerned if
they were to lose more RSG as a consequence.
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Draft Business Plan and Budget 2014-15
Purpose of report
For review and direction.
Summary
Leadership Board gave a steer on the high level priorities and budget framework for 2014/15
at its October meeting.
A draft business plan has now been developed, reflecting the LGA’s overall strategy as set
out in the “Rewiring” documents, and informed by the emerging priorities of the LGA Boards.
This is included at Appendix A.
The LGA’s budget for 2014/15 has also been developed along with the LGA’s medium term
financial strategy. This is presented at Appendix B. The final business plan and detailed
budget book for 2014/15 will be presented to the Leadership Board and Executive in March
for final agreement.
Recommendation
That the Leadership Board reviews and gives a steer on the LGA’s draft business plan and
outline budget for 2014/15 prior to this being finally agreed in March.
Action
Officers to progress the 2014/15 Business Plan and budget in line with members’ decisions.

Contact officer:

Helen Platts

Position:

Head of Finance and Business Management

Phone no:

0207 664 3358

E-mail:

helen.platts@local.gov.uk
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Draft Business Plan and Budget 2014-15
Introduction
1. This paper asks members to review the LGA’s proposed business plan for 2014/15.
2. It also presents the latest overview of the budget for 2014/15, along with an assessment
of our financial position for the next spending review period. The outline budget takes
account of recent developments – for example the latest position on the triennial pension
valuation – as well as feedback from operational managers on their budget requirements
to deliver the priorities in the business plan.
3. Members are asked to provide an initial steer on budget proposals for 2014/15 prior to
the final business plan and budget being agreed by members in March.
Business Plan
4. The LGA’s current strategy and business plan is captured in the following documents:
4.1

The original RSG prospectus, setting out the outcomes to be delivered for the
RSG topslice grant for the four years to 2014/15.

4.2

The 2013-14 business plan which identifies three high level priorities for the
LGA:
4.2.1 Funding for local government – reform of the finance system so councils
have confidence their financing is sustainable and fair, the opportunities to
raise more funds locally and greater ability to promote collective working
across local public services
4.2.2 Economic growth, jobs and prosperity – councils are recognised as
central to economic growth
4.2.3 Public service reform – independent councils are at the centre, and seen
to be at the centre, of public service reform, delivering more effective
services for local people and holding other providers to account.

5. The 2013-14 business plan also sets out our priorities for sector-led improvement – our
core services.
6. The more detailed programme plans and budgets underpinning the current business
plan.
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6.1 The LGA’s overall financial strategy as presented to Leadership Board in May 2013.
6.2 The Rewiring Public Services proposals launched at the LGA conference in July
2013.
7.

At the October meeting of Leadership Board, members agreed that the high level
priorities identified for 2013/14 are still broadly relevant for 2014/15 and that there is
value in having a settled set of priorities for the organisation, particularly at this stage
in the political cycle.

8.

It was also agreed that the priorities developed over the last year and set out in the
Rewiring Public Services work, now need to be played into the business planning
process for 2014/15.

9.

A draft business plan for next year has been developed on this basis, taking account
also of the priorities identified by the LGA’s boards – see Appendix A. Leadership
Board is asked to review this and provide a steer prior to the final business plan being
presented for sign-off in March.

Allocation of resources
10.

An outline budget for 2014/15 was presented to Leadership Board in October when
members agreed that the budget allocation should be broadly in line with the current
allocation given that income is expected to be the same as this year’s and that our
current operational arrangements will continue without significant change.

11.

The outline budget that has been developed for 2014/15 is presented at Appendix B.
Subject to members’ agreement, this will form the basis of the more detailed budget
which will be presented to members for sign off in March.

12.

Although the overall level of income and expenditure is the same as this year, there
are a number of significant movements within this which can be summarised as:
Gains:
Full-year effect of staffing reductions
Additional RSG
Additional Geoplace dividend
Reduction in RSG payments (NIACE, LPs)
Full-year effect of savings on KHUB
Liberata savings
Severance pay incurred 2013/14
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£1.3m
£0.5m
£0.4m
£0.3m
£0.2m
£0.7m
£0.5m
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These are offset by the following:
Increase in pension contributions
Increased maintenance Local Government House
Reduction in income
(mainly due to Children and Adults
conference held every other year).

£0.3m
£0.5m
£0.9m

13.

The budget includes a provision of £1.5m for a number of special projects which are
currently being worked up for the final budget. These include an increase in our direct
support offer to councils, along with funding for possible investment in some of the
projects that are being considered as part of the commercial review that is currently
underway.

14.

The proposed budget maintains the current annual operating surplus of c. £1.5 million.
This level of surplus is recommended to provide the flexibility for investment to secure
the financial sustainability of the LGA but where final decisions have yet to be taken,
for example the possible refurbishment of Layden House.

15.

Beyond the changes to the baseline identified above, the following budget risks have
been identified for 2014/15:
15.1 Possible reduction in RSG – a last minute cut of £2m was imposed this year
15.2 LGA membership – councils currently on notice withdraw. The risk is assessed
as being up to £250k reduction in income
15.3 Pension auto-enrolment – up 50 employees costing up to £300k.

16.

Leadership Board is asked to review the overall financial framework for 2014/15, and
agree it as the basis for the detailed budget which will be presented to members for
sign-off in March.

LGA Four Year Financial Projection
17.

Appendix B includes a four year financial projection using the LGA’s revised cost
base – taking us to the end of the next spending review period.

18.

This will be developed further over the coming months to take account of work on:
18.1 Our RSG bid for 2015/16 onwards
18.2 The LGA’s property strategy, in particular the future of Layden House
18.3 Exploiting the commercial potential of the LGA’s services.

19.

We will continue to update Leadership Board on the LGA’s financial strategy as we
make progress with these issues.
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Business Plan 2014-15
DRAFT
Leadership Board 22 January
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Foreword
Last year the LGA successfully used its annual conference to set out, through its “Rewiring Public
Services” campaign, a range of propositions that would change the relationship for the better
between central and local government, and address the financial issues that are providing serious
challenges to councils. Since then the LGA has been ensuring that these propositions are heard,
understood and – we hope - adopted by those writing party manifestos as we move towards the
2015 General Election.
Our proposals are also being taken forward in the LGA’s priorities and work programmes for the
year ahead. Our aim in 2014/15 is to build on our “Rewiring” work focusing on the key challenges
for the sector, and what needs to be done to address them.
Although we’ve started to see some encouraging signs that the economy is recovering, the country
urgently still needs to address what is probably the most important political questions for a
generation – what should public services in post-austerity Britain look like? What can or should we
afford to provide? And what should people now be organising and providing for themselves?
Councils are shouldering the biggest spending cuts of any part of the public sector and the Office of
Budget Responsibility predicts that the next spending review period will see more of the same. So
far, most areas have been able to protect the most valued local services. Innovation, increased use
of technology, shared services, reductions in staff and relentless efforts to become ever-more
efficient has meant that the visible impact has been relatively small for many people. But with half of
local government’s savings still having to be found before April 2016 and more cuts promised
thereafter, it will no longer be possible to keep slicing away at budgets without services suffering or,
in some cases, disappearing completely.
As the economy steadily improves, people will expect the services which underpin our daily lives
like care for the elderly, the upkeep of our roads or the collection of our waste, to improve with it.
Instead, we’re currently on course for the upturn in the nation’s finances to coincide with services
teetering on the edge of failure and some councils and hospitals on the brink of financial collapse.
The public’s expectations need, therefore, to be grounded in a new reality.
However much we innovate, public services in post-austerity Britain will never return to how they
were before 2010. We must not pretend that nothing changes when you severely cut budgets and
hold down council tax. It would be damaging to suggest otherwise.
We are long overdue a fundamental reform of how public money is allocated and spent. Towns,
cities and rural areas across England need to have the same freedoms enjoyed by the devolved
nations. It is only by breaking down the barriers which stand between decisions taken in Whitehall
and services provided in local communities that we can really start the process of redrawing public
services.
Now is the time for all of us to show real leadership. We need to be open and we need to be radical
if we are to ensure that post-austerity Britain is not stifled by the designs and expectations of a preausterity age.

Sir Merrick Cockell
LGA Chairman

Carolyn Downs
LGA Chief Executive
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The LGA’s priorities
Our mission
The LGA is the national voice of local government. We work with councils to support,
promote and improve local government.
We are a politically-led, cross party organisation which works on behalf of councils to ensure local
government has a strong, credible voice with national government. We aim to influence and set the
political agenda on the issues that matter to councils so they are able to deliver local solutions to
national problems.
The LGA will fight local government’s corner, supporting councils through challenging times and
focusing our efforts where we can have real impact.
Our vision for local government
We want to enhance the quality of life for everyone in England by rejuvenating democracy and
giving back to people real reasons to participate in civic life and their communities. We want
participation in local elections to be a must-do and people to have a meaningful vote on a wide
range of local tax and spending decisions. This means significant devolution of powers from
Westminster to the local level.
We want to see economic growth being boosted in a way that offers prosperity to every place, with
well-targeted and planned investment in infrastructure, training and housing and help that really
leads to jobs and an adequate supply of affordable homes.
We want public services to be transformed so they prevent problems instead of just picking up the
pieces and focusing on failure. We want services to be built around people and their needs, making
their areas better to live in, and joining up to make a positive impact at the same time as saving
money.
To help achieve this vision, our top priorities for local government for the year ahead are:
•

Funding for local government – reform of the finance system so councils have confidence
their financing is sustainable and fair, opportunities to raise more funds locally, and greater
ability to promote collective working across local public services.

•

Economic growth, jobs and housing – councils are recognised as central to revitalising local
economies.

•

Public service reform – independent councils are at the centre, and seen to be at the centre, of
public service reform, delivering more effective services for local people and holding other
providers to account.

We will continue to make a powerful case for greater independence for local government. This
means ensuring that the existing political momentum for localism results in real and concrete further
devolution, with greater financial and decision-making autonomy for democratically-elected councils.
At the heart of all this work, are our core services to councils which are driven by our belief in
sector-led improvement. Supporting local government as the most efficient and accountable part
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of the public sector, the LGA will play a leading role in improvement and innovation so that councils
can continue to make a difference in their local areas and to the lives of their residents.
Local government is all about ensuring fairness for communities and enabling all the people who
live there to thrive. Helping councils achieve this is therefore part of everything we do - inclusion and
equalities issues inform all of our work.
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Our priorities
Funding for local government
Reform of the finance system so councils have confidence their financing is sustainable and
fair, opportunities to raise more funds locally and greater ability to promote collective
working across local public services.

-

There is a transparent system of local government finance at national and local level – we
will lobby for fair funding for England and English local government, multi-year funding
settlements to enable councils to invest in economic growth as well as services that focus on
early intervention and prevention, and a localised distribution system that appropriately balances
needs and incentives.

-

Future spending reviews deliver fair, timely and flexible local government finance
settlements – we will lobby for fair financial settlements for local government and ensure that
the financial consequences for local government of central government reforms are understood
and adequately funded, in particular in the areas of welfare reform, adult social care and
children including 0-5 public health, social care and education.

-

People have a meaningful local vote on a wide range of tax and spending decisions – we
will encourage a debate on local financial autonomy and the future of local government finance
with a view to achieving local control over council tax and business rates along with the right to
determine new local taxes and also set fees and charges which fully recover costs.

-

Local services and decisions are brought together in one place, for each place, for issues
ranging from economic development, to health, to law and order – we will promote the
benefits of integrated budgets and support councils and their partners in developing new
governance and delivery arrangements to achieve this.

-

Councils are effective in dealing with the impact of reduced funding, taking steps to
ensure that they continue to be financially sustainable – we will provide practical support
and advice to councils on surviving financially, managing risk and taking big, difficult decisions
on spending.

-

Councils have access to alternative sources of finance to encourage investment and
create jobs – we will lobby to free local government borrowing from Treasury restrictions and
work to set up a Municipal Bonds Agency.

-

There are robust and proportionate audit arrangements for councils – we will support
councils in procuring cost-effective external audit services in the interests of transparency and
accountability to local taxpayers.
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Economic growth, jobs and housing
Councils are recognised as central to revitalising local economies.

-

Councils have a key role to play in driving economic growth, new jobs and wealth
creation – we will lobby for the devolution of powers, policy and funding streams to secure UK
growth and promote the menu of freedoms granted to the early City deals so that these are
offered to all LEP areas.

-

Infrastructure is developed quickly and efficiently and targeted to maximise growth –
linked to our proposals for alternative sources of local government finance, we will support
councils in working with their partners to maximise the value of local and national infrastructure
investment, in particular through our support to Local Partnerships – a joint venture with H M
Treasury

-

Councils play a lead role in improving educational standards, working with businesses
locally to match education, training and skills with employer need – we will continue our
Hidden Talents campaign to ensure all young people are supported to participate in quality
skills, training and employment, and develop proposals for locally led employment and skills
programmes which secure sustainable outcomes for the long-term unemployed.

-

Councils unblock the barriers to house-building and drive the increase in housing supply
the nation needs – we will continue to make the case for councils to promote affordable and
social housing by using their own borrowing powers and encouraging third parties through the
planning system, and work to ensure councils have the tools to manage the housing impacts of
welfare reform.

-

Councils maintain their planning powers and freedoms and there is certainty and stability
in the planning system - we will continue to make the case for local decision making on
planning, and provide support to councils in developing local plans.

-

EU funding is devolved to local partnerships as part of a wider package for local growth –
we will lobby at European and national level to ensure the optimum delivery of EU funds for LEP
areas.

-

Councils are at the heart of the commissioning and delivery of household energy
efficiency schemes – we will champion councils’ role in leading action on energy efficiency and
green energy and ensure they have the flexibility and resources to support local initiatives to
reduce energy costs, tackle fuel poverty and build resilience to climate risks.

-

Councils have the necessary levers to maximise the impact of their culture services as
drivers of growth – we will support councils in linking culture, planning and the visitor economy
to build the heritage of the future and to get value for money from their investment in broadband.

-

Councils work with businesses to determine right level of risk and regulation for a local
area balancing community protection with economic growth – we will work with councils to
develop localised, simplified regulation that reduces red tape for businesses and support them in
their work to develop vibrant and prosperous high streets.

-

Councils and fire and rescue authorities protect people and places from harm, providing
the safe environment in which businesses and communities can thrive - we will support
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fire authorities in their prevention and protection work as well as their role responding to
emergencies in a challenging industrial relations climate.
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Public service reform
Independent councils are at the centre, and seen to be at the centre, of public service reform,
delivering more effective services for local people and holding other providers to account.

-

There is a fundamental and ambitious rethink to the way local services are designed and
organised to achieve economic and social benefits – linked to our proposals for integrating
the governance and finance arrangements for each place, we will work up proposals for reform
of the delivery of public services across sector boundaries and identify and lobby for the
changes that Whitehall now needs to make.

-

Councils' role in the health and care system is strengthened to enable local leadership of
sustainable and resilient health and care services - we will work with Government, NHS and
other partners to help every area make best use of the Better Care Fund to promote integrated
and effective services which are jointly led. We will influence the Care Bill and its implementation
to ensure reforms are fully funded and well planned and continue to work with partners to
support councils' new public health functions as part of the wider local health and care system.
We will continue to support the role of Health and Wellbeing Boards as the key strategic leaders
of the health and care system and work jointly with partners to strengthen service user and
public engagement in health and care services.

-

Councils have the flexibility and resources they need to deliver services that meet the
needs of individual children and families – we will work to ensure that policy reforms enable
councils to meet their statutory duties in a climate of increased demand. We will raise
awareness to ensure councils are effective in tackling child sexual exploitation and support
councils to build their capacity and achieve a confident and skilled children’s workforce.

-

Councils have a central and recognised role in the design and delivery of Universal
Credit – we will host the Partnership Forum, secure funding for local support services and
ensure the Local Support Services framework recognises the role of local government in the
local commissioning and delivery of services to support employment and access to affordable
housing, and monitor the wider impact of welfare reform on the services councils need and are
able to deliver for their communities.

-

Councils work effectively with partners to deliver safe communities – we will champion the
work of councils with police and crime commissioners in tackling anti-social behaviour, crimes
against vulnerable people, domestic abuse and serious and organised crime, and also lead a
debate about the future of community safety partnerships as well as police and crime
commissioners ahead of the next election. We will support Fire and Rescue Authorities to take
forward key recommendations from the Knight Review on collaboration across blue light
services.

-

Councils lead the future direction of waste policy and set the agenda for reducing waste
and increasing diversion of waste from landfill whilst reducing cost pressures – we will
support councils to achieve increased recycling rates, pressing for investment in infrastructure to
secure increased value from recycled materials and mainstreaming the reuse of products.

-

The local government workforce is able to deliver the services required by local citizens we will negotiate national agreements that are seen as fit for purpose by councils, represent
their interests in reforming the Local Government Pension Scheme and continue to offer
practical advice and products for their workforce challenges.
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Sector-led support, improvement and innovation - our core services
We will support councils with improving performance, effectiveness and efficiency.

Our approach is based on four key principles:
-

Councils are responsible for their own performance.

-

Councils are primarily accountable to their local communities.

-

Stronger local accountability and increased transparency drive improvement.

-

Councils have collective responsibility for the performance of local government as a whole.

The role of the LGA is to maintain an overview of local government’s performance with direct
support for councils at risk, so the number of councils the Government has to intervene with is kept
to a minimum. Regular meetings are held between the LGA’s principal advisors and all councils,
and use is made of data and intelligence to assess any risks, with support also being given to the
sharing of good practice and expertise across local government.
Councils are making good use of the support we offer and a sector-led approach is proving effective
in driving improvement, as well as identifying potential performance challenges and opportunities.
There is much peer support activity and through this work councils are demonstrating collective
responsibility for local government as a whole, networking and sharing good practice and learning
from each other.
Our role is to provide and co-ordinate the necessary tools and support to enable this to happen.
This includes:
-

in the current spending review period, a tailored corporate peer challenge to every council,
including a core component looking at issues of leadership, corporate capacity and financial
resilience, as well as service specific peer challenges. In 2014-15 we will deliver at least 100
peer challenges.

-

leadership and managerial development programmes which have already provided
opportunities for hundreds of politicians and managers, equipping them to deal with the
challenges being faced by their councils.
In 2014-15 we will provide development for at least 500 councillors with leadership
roles in their councils – including those in opposition – through our newly refreshed
suite of leadership programmes. These include cross-cutting programmes focusing
on personal leadership development, leading innovation and change and leadership
of communities and place as well as service specific programmes.
We will support at least 50 ambitious and talented councillors with the potential to
progress in their political careers through our Next Generation programme
Our Leading Edge programme will give up to 50 leaders and chief executives the
opportunity to work together on developing their leadership roles.
We will help councils, political groups and the national parties attract new talent
through our “Be a Councillor” campaign.
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We will provide member peer support for councils where there has been a change of
political control and support in community leadership to new and existing ward
councillors.
Through the National Graduate Development Programme we will recruit 75 high
calibre graduates in to local government, working with councils to secure interesting
and challenging placements, as part of a two year programme, building links with
other public sector graduate programmes.
-

free access to councils and also the public of transparent and comparable performance
information through LG Inform. This online data benchmarking service enables the
comparison and analysis of performance, financial and contextual information about
authority areas to support the monitoring and scrutiny of performance and inform decisionmaking, as well as increasing councils’ accountability to local voters and taxpayers.
LGInform Plus will provide councils with access to small area data reports and tools, and we
will give support and guidance to councils and increasing transparency to drive
improvements.

-

direct support to councils through the lead member peers and principal advisers, working to
help them access appropriate support, especially councils with the most severe performance
challenges. Our support will take account of the increasing financial pressure being faced by
councils. We will provide bespoke support to at least 20 councils in 2014-15, aiming to
ensure the Government does not need to intervene.

-

through our partnership with the Centre for Public Scrutiny, direct support to councils and
councillors in developing scrutiny skills and expertise, holding local government and other
parts of the public sector to account as democratically elected representatives.

-

practical support to help councils continue to develop new and innovative ways to improve
efficiency and productivity as a major element of public service reform, focusing on adult
social care, commissioning and procurement including the roll-out of the Commissioning
Academy, capital and assets with support to councils through the One Public Estate
programme, future ways of working and housing, waste and economic growth.

In addition to the direct support funded through RSG topslice, we will provide the following sectorled improvement programmes in specific service areas, for which additional funding is being
provided by sponsor bodies:
-

The Planning Advisory Service
Towards Excellence in Adult Social Care
The Joint Improvement Programme to transform services for people with learning
disability and autism
Support for Integration and implementation of the Better Care Fund
The Health and Wellbeing improvement programme including system leadership support
Work jointly with ADASS and DH as co-sponsors supporting the implementation of the
Care Bill reforms
Winterbourne view
Community Safety
Culture services in partnership with Arts Council England and Sport England.
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Our own efficiency and effectiveness
The LGA is the national voice of local government representing every local authority and locally
democratically elected representative across England and Wales.

This includes working to ensure we have:

Full membership – we will maintain membership levels amongst local authorities in England and
Wales – including fire and rescue, integrated transport and national park authorities - by enhancing
the benefits of membership. Having significantly reduced subscriptions over the last five years, we
will maintain subscriptions at current levels, and continue to communicate on the benefits of
membership directly with individual councils and all councillors.
Effective governance – we will make changes to our governance structures creating a City
Regions and a People and Places Board to ensure that we fully represent the interests of our
members, as well as streamlining our governance arrangements in other areas to ensure we
operate efficiently.
Persuasive communications – we will work to support, promote and improve local government
using the full range of communications activity, ensuring councils have a strong national voice and
are well represented to central government.
Financial sustainability – we will work with our member authorities and government to ensure we
secure core funding for the LGA from 2015/16 from subscriptions and RSG topslice. We will also
implement proposals to develop the commercial activities of the LGA and take action to ensure that
we maximise the value of our two properties.
Efficient business management - we will continue to make changes to improve the efficiency of
our back office services, with the aim of achieving further savings in our overheads.
Effective people management – we will support our employees through effective performance
management and development, and will place a high priority on engaging them in developing and
improving our services to councils.
Accessible information – we will focus on achieving improvements for our customers and
supporting them with sharing information and knowledge, as well as reductions in our own costs by
continuing to invest in a coherent, affordable programme of ICT development which aligns with our
overall priorities.
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LGA budget 2014/15
2014/15
£m
Subscriptions
RSG England
RSG Wales
Specific grants and other ringfenced funding
Income from direct services
(conferences, seminars,
sponsorship)
Rental income
Interest and other income
Total income

Pay
£m

9.7
26.0
0.3
9.5

2013/14
£m
tbc
9.7
25.5
0.3
13.1

2.9

3.7

1.3
1.7
51.5

1.4
1.7
55.4

Non-Pay
£m
1.2
4.2

Total
£m
5.7
9.3

13.1

1.2
1.4
1.9
1.5
11.5

2.9
3.2
1.9
1.5
24.6

4.2
3.2
2.2
0
25.6

Specific grants and other ringfenced funding

2.1

6.7

8.8

12.4

Corporate services
Liberata shared service
Accommodation
Other running costs
Other costs

1.0

0.4
5.3
2.9
1.3
9.9

1.4
5.3
2.9
1.3
10.9

1.7
5.5
2.6
1.3
11.1

0.9
4.7
5.6

0.9
4.7
5.6

0.9
3.9
4.8

49.9

53.9

Finance and Policy
Workforce, Leadership and
Productivity
Communications
Organisational governance
Grants to other organisations
Special projects
Total operational costs

4.5
5.1
1.7
1.8

1.0

Pensions - past employees
Pensions - additional contribution
Additional pension costs
Total expenditure
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Performance framework
We will review the impact of our work and our delivery against the priorities in this business
plan, through robust performance management including regular reports to members on the
LGA’s Leadership Board. To support this, we have developed a robust performance
framework with information on the key milestones and deliverables for each area of
work.
In addition, we will review our own efficiency and effectiveness through the corporate
indicators set out below:
Corporate indicator
Membership
Total membership
Councils on notice to withdraw
after 1 year
Councils on notice to withdraw
after 2 years

Actual

Actual

Actual

March 2012

March 2013

March 2014

422

422

TBC

9

21

TBC

Maintain or
increase
Reduce

25

0

TBC

Reduce

Survey
Nov 2012
63%
69%
77%

Survey
Nov 2013
TBC
TBC
TBC

Survey
Nov 2014

46%

TBC

March 2012

March 2013

March 2014

March 2015

253

269

TBC

Maintain

38

25

TBC

Maintain or
increase

291

294

March 2011

March 2013

March 2014

March 2015

79%
9%
3%
9%
100%

94%
5%
1%
0%
100%

TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC

80%
20%
0%
0%
100%

Our reputation
Member authority satisfaction
Member authority informed
Member authority advocacy
rating
Value for money rating
Financial sustainability
Number of employees in core
posts
Employees – externally-funded
posts
Employees – total headcount
(from a baseline of 450
employees in 2011)
Debtors
0 – 2 months
3-12 months
13-24 months
Over 24 months

Target
2014/15
March 2015

TBC

TBC
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Corporate indicator

Actual

Actual

Actual

Liberata contract - customer
satisfaction
HR and Payroll
Finance and accounting
ICT
FM
Print and design
Overall

Survey Nov
2011
78%
70%
45%
85%
89%
54%

Survey Nov
2012
81%
76%
65%
82%
82%
61%

Survey Jan
2014
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC

Target
2014/15
Survey Jan
2015
90%
80%
80%
90%
90%
80%

People management

March 2012

March 2013

March 2014

March 2015

Average sick days per
employee for 12 months

4.5 days
(public sector
average 9.6
days;
local
government
average 10.3
days)

3.2 days

TBC

Maintain or
improve

Workforce profile

March 2012

March 2013

March 2014

March 2015

10.3%

15.6%

BAME - proportion of
employees Grade 8 and above

Employee engagement
Job satisfaction
Customer satisfaction
Communication
Learning and development
Line management
Management visibility
Work/life balance
Equality and diversity
Perceptions of the LGA
Carbon emissions

March 2012

TBC

Increase % of
BME
employees
grade 8+ in
line with
workforce
(17%)

Survey March
2012
65%
53%
59%
41%
65%
38%
62%
69%
51%

Survey Sept
2013
73%
64%
67%
76%
76%
57%
67%
78%
53%

March 2013

March 2014

Survey 2014

Improve by an
average of 2%

March 2015
reduce by 6%
from 2007/2008
baseline of
1,450 CO2
tonnes

1,155

1,400
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1,085

2014-15 Outline Budget

Notes

Budget

P8 - Current
Projections

2013/14

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

Assumptions:

Income
Member Subscriptions

1

-10.5

-10.5

-10.5

-10.5

-10.5

-10.5

-10.5

Discount

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

Net Subs

-9.7

-9.7

-9.7

-9.7

-9.7

-9.7

-9.7

-25.5

-25.5

-26.0

-23.8

-21.4

-19.3

-17.4

-0.3

-0.3

-0.3

-0.3

-0.3

-0.3

-0.3

RSG

2

Welsh RSG

1

LGA Subscriptions remain at 2013/14 level

2

10% annual reduction from 15/16

Ring-fenced funding

3

-13.6

-13.1

-9.5

-9.5

-9.5

-9.5

-9.5

3

Based on known Grants for 2014

Income from direct services

4

-3.3

-3.8

-2.9

-3.8

-2.9

-3.3

-2.9

4

Income from conferences and leadership programmes - increases every other year due to Social Services conference.

Rental income

5

-1.3

-1.4

-1.3

-1.3

-1.3

-1.3

-1.3

5

Layden House usage as now

Other income

6

-0.4

-0.3

-0.2

-0.2

-0.2

-0.2

-0.2

6

Mainly investment income

Geoplace dividend

7

-1.2

-1.4

-1.5

-1.5

-1.5

-1.5

-1.5

7

Dividend from investment in GeoPlace Joint Venture with Ordnance Survey

-0.4

-0.2

-0.1

-0.1

-55.6

-55.5

-51.6

-50.2

-46.9

-45.1

-42.8

Reserves

Expenditure
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Core Employee Costs

8

17.2

15.4

13.7

13.9

14.0

14.2

14.3

8

1% cost of living increase

Grants to other bodies

9

2.2

2.2

1.9

1.6

1.4

1.3

1.2

9

Contributions to Local Partnerships and CfPS in line with RSG - 10% reduction from 15/16.

Programme Costs

10

8.9

8.9

8.7

7.4

6.6

6.0

5.4

10 Non-pay operational budget reduced in line with RSG reduction

Ring-fenced funding

3

12.9

12.4

8.8

8.8

8.8

8.8

8.8

3

Liberata (net cost)

11

5.3

5.5

5.3

5.0

4.8

4.5

4.3

11 Assumes annual 5% cost reduction from 15/16.

Pension Past Employees

12

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

12 Pensions - assumes no further increase

Pension Deficits Reduction Payments

12

3.9

3.9

4.7

4.7

4.7

4.7

4.7

12 Pensions - assumes no further increase

Property Costs

13

2.6

2.6

2.9

3.5

2.7

2.5

3.7

13 See Capital Investment programme below

Other overheads

14

1.1

1.7

1.3

1.1

1.0

0.9

0.9

14 Other overheads reduced in line with RSG reduction

Transition Costs

Based on known Grants for 2014

0.4

Special projects

1.5
55.0

53.9

49.8

47.0

45.1

43.8

44.2

0.7

1.6

1.8

3.2

1.8

1.4

-1.4

Operating Surplus/(Deficit)

Capital Investment Programme
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

Total

£000's

£000's

£000's

£000's

£000's

£000's

Local Government House

900

1300

500

250

1500

4450

Total

900

1300

500

250

1500

4450
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Item 3

Nine month performance report: April - December 2013
Purpose of report
For information and review.
Summary
Leadership Board is asked to review the performance report for the third quarter,
which is enclosed with this agenda. This reports back on the delivery of the business
plan as follows:
Appendix A – delivery of programmes
Appendix B – financial performance
Appendix C – corporate health indicators
Appendix D – strategic risk management.
This report will also be presented to the IDeA company board.

Recommendation
That the Leadership Board reviews and agrees the performance report for the year to date.

Contact officer:

Helen Platts

Position:

Head of Finance and Business Management

Phone no:

0207 664 3358

E-mail:

helen.platts@local.gov.uk
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Item 3

2013/14 Performance Report
First nine months: April – December 2013
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Introduction
Background
1.

The annual business plan for 2013/14 for the LGA was agreed by the
Executive in March 2013. We undertook to review the impact of our work and
our delivery against the priorities in the business plan through robust
performance management including regular reports to members on the LGA
Leadership Board.

2.

The following performance framework has been put in place to monitor
delivery against the business plan:

3.

2.1.

a progress report on achieving the outcomes in the business plan with
information on the key milestones and deliverables for each area of
work

2.2.

management accounts summarising the overall financial performance
of the LGA and its associated companies

2.3.

a report on performance against the Corporate Health Indicators set
out in the business plan, to enable us to review our own efficiency and
effectiveness

2.4.

the LGA’s strategic risk register, which is regularly reviewed and
updated by the Strategic Management Team.

The performance information for the third quarter to the end of December
2013 is now presented in the detailed appendices to this report. A summary of
the key issues arising is set out below.

Delivery of the LGA’s programmes
4.

A summary of delivery against each of the work programmes in the 2013/14
business plan is included at Appendix A. This sets out, for each objective,
what has been delivered with a commentary on progress to date. A standard
traffic light rating has been applied as follows:
TL
G
A
R

Definition
Work programme delivered or on track to be delivered
Work programme at risk of not being delivered
Work programme will not be delivered
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3
0
41
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5.

The performance report shows that we are on track to deliver 38 of the 41
programmes identified in the business plan. This assessment relates to
delivery of the LGA’s operational programmes where the overall conclusion is
that work is underway and on track in all areas. The sector-led improvement
programmes for children’s services and adult social care and health, which
were assessed as “Amber/Green” at the end of September are now assessed
as being “Green” following work undertaken in the last quarter to agree and
launch the programmes.

6.

While the performance report shows that delivery in most areas is following
the agreed plan of work for the year, we recognise that a separate
assessment would be useful to determine the impact of that work. This will be
carried out at the end of the financial year.

7.

The performance report identifies three corporate objectives where we are at
risk of not achieving our objectives: with 3 of the 41 at risk of not being
achieved (AMBER) – Full Membership, Accessible Information and Financial
Sustainability. These are set out below:

Business Plan Outcome
Full membership - we will
maintain membership levels
amongst local authorities in
England and Wales - including fire
and rescue, integrated transport
and national park authorities - by
enhancing the benefits and
reducing the costs of membership.
We will introduce a 'loyalty
discount' for members and
continue to communicate on the
benefits of membership directly
with individual councils and all
councillors. AMBER
Accessible Information – we will
focus on achieving improvements
for our customers and supporting
them with sharing information and
knowledge as well as reductions in
our costs through a coherent,
affordable programme of ICT
development which aligns with our
overall activities. AMBER
Financial sustainability - we will
work with our member authorities
and government to ensure we
secure core funding for the LGA
from 2015/16 from subscriptions
and LGA top-slice
AMBER

Commentary
15 councils are currently on notice to leave the
LGA in April 2014.
Loyalty discount introduced and in operation.
Benefits of membership booklets sent to all
councillors and CXs of all member councils.
100% of subscriptions collected.
National Park Authorities now moved to
corporate membership scheme through
National Parks England.
Governance proposals developed in response
to notice by the Core Cities.
Progress with in-year ICT developments:
Sharepoint; Committee Management System;
Conferences and Events booking system. All
on track to be delivered during 2013-14
although original target dates for
implementation will not be met. Knowledge Hub
was successfully transferred to Liberata in
November 2013.
Issues regarding the LGA and IDeA pension
deficits identified and strategy for dealing with
these now being developed.
Options appraisal of Layden House underway.
Work on business case for RSG topslice from
2015/16 now in train.
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Financial Performance
8.

The management accounts to the end of November 2013 are included at
Appendix B and show the following:
8.1.

An overall underspend of £1.5m is projected for the year against
agreed operating budgets.

8.2.

This is due mainly to the programme of planned savings agreed by the
Leadership Board in May 2013 of £1,055k in non-pay budgets and
reductions in staffing leading to an underspend of £1,175k on pay
costs, offset by severance costs of £494k.

8.3.

The following overspends against operational budgets are also being
projected:
8.3.1

8.3.2
8.3.3

8.3.4
8.3.5

8.4.

Member Services - £100k because of a delay in implementing
governance changes. These are now being agreed at the
General Assembly in January 2014
Peer Support - £200k because of a higher than projected takeup of free peer challenges
Corporate costs - £100k due to additional legal fees arising
from the KHub disposal and consultancy relating to the
Commercial Review of the LGA’s services
ICT development costs - £150k due to investments in
Sharepoint and the Conferences and Events booking system
Liberata costs - £245k due to some delays in implementing the
planned programme of cost savings, although savings of £1m
will have been achieved on the overall contract price compared
with 2013/14.

These additional costs are offset by additional income from a number
of sources, including additional rental income for Local Government
House and funding for peer reviews from grant-funded programmes.

Corporate Health Indicators
9.

The second quarter’s report on the LGA’s Corporate Health Indicators is
presented at Appendix C. Key issues for the period under review are:
9.1.

Membership - the number of authorities out of membership has been
maintained at 2. The number of authorities on notice to withdraw in
April 2014 is currently 15. Of the councils on notice, 8 are core cities
and we await their response to the governance changes being
considered by the General Assembly later this month. The number of
authorities regularly rolling over their notice to withdraw has reduced,
indicating that the 2013/14 loyalty discount offering a 2.5% subscription
reduction has had a positive impact.
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9.2.

Our reputation – we commissioned a second annual perceptions
survey which took place in the autumn of 2013, involving a broadly
representative sample of over 900 members and senior officers. This
report is currently being finalised and will be reported to Leadership
Board in February. The performance framework will be updated at the
same time.

9.3.

Financial sustainability - total headcount has reduced in the course
of the year in line with the agreed reduction to the number of core
posts, following the last minute announcement of a £2m cut in RSG
topslice. Debtor balances have reduced in the third quarter following
receipt of grant income from the Department of Health. A small
proportion of balances over 12 months old relating to Conferences and
Events are still outstanding but are being actively pursued.

9.4.

Employee survey – the annual employee survey shows increases in
all aspects of employee satisfaction. Nonetheless, work is continuing
on improving employee morale on specific issues and in individual
teams using the results of the survey to focus effort and make
improvements.

Strategic Risk Register
10.

The updated version of the LGA’s strategic risk register is included at
Appendix D.

11.

The top five strategic risks identified for the LGA are:
11.1.
11.2.
11.3.
11.4.
11.5.

12.

Impact/delivery
Membership
Financial Sustainability
Shared Services Contract
People Management.

The assessment of these risks remains unchanged as compared with the last
quarter, apart from Financial Sustainability where the risk that we will not be
financially viable is considered to have reduced, in view of progress in
December 2013 in negotiating the additional pension contributions for the
LGA for the next three years as a result of the triennial valuation of the
Merseyside and Camden pension schemes. Annual pension deficit payments
will increase by £0.8m to £4.7m from 2014/15 – this is considered to be a
manageable increase particularly when coupled with the £0.5m reduction in
risk premium payments for the Merseyside Fund which has also been
negotiated, resulting in a net increase in £0.3m in pension costs in 2014/15.

Conclusion and next steps
13.

Leadership Board is invited to comment on the LGA’s overall performance in
the first nine months of 2013/14.

14.

The full-year performance report will be presented in May 2014.
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LGA Performance Report 2013/14: Quarter 3

Appendix A

Traffic light: are we
on track to deliver
what we said we
Reporting
What have we delivered and is it helping to achieve the business plan
would deliver by
Business Plan outcome
manager
outcome?
year end?
Funding for local government: Reform of the finance system so councils have confidence that their financing is sustainable and fair, the opportunities to raise more funds
locally and greater ability to promote collective working across local public services.

There is a debate on options for independent local taxation
including de-regulated council tax and fully localised business
rates. We will encourage a debate on local financial autonomy and the
future of local government finance as part of our campaign for
independent local government.

Alan Finch

There is sustainable funding for adult social care. We will continue
to lobby for resources to ensure a sustainably funded adult social care
system is the foundation for longer term changes to care and support,
and work closely with councils to develop a clear understanding of the
scope for further efficiency savings to ensure maximum return for
taxpayers.

Alan Finch

The financial consequences of the government's recent reforms,
which we assess will result in a £1 billion additional shortfall
beyond the current spending review targets, are understood by
government and significantly reduced. We will represent local
government's interests in the areas of business rates retention,
localised council tax support, Early Intervention grant, the transfer of
Public Health grant, a raft of new regulation from the EU, and the
devolution of EU fines to councils.
Councils are effective in dealing with the impact of reduced
funding, taking steps to ensure that they continue to be financially
sustainable. We will provide practical support and advice to councils
on surviving financially, coping with uncertainty and taking big difficult
decisions on spending.

Alan Finch

Alan Finch

• Children - CIPFA research on S251 Officer costs underway; children's rewiring policy work discussed
with the sector; data collated on shortfall in post-16 high needs funding
• Financial elements of rewiring discussed by Finance Panel task and finish group and Executive.
• Autumn Statement and LG Settlement - Executive approved our pre-statement submission. LGA
secured a number of lobbying wins from Autumn Statement that were reported to Executive on 12th
Dec and subsequent additional wins in the LG Settlement
• Barnett - initial press release secured wide coverage; research on alternative funding formulas being
commissioned
• Council Tax banding paper produced
• Debate on council tax reform included in rewiring proposals
• NAO study complete and report published 13 Dec
• Briefings, meetings with Lords on Referenda; similar planned for HoC after recess
• Analysis of first year localised council tax benefit on track to be launched in Jan 14

• research undertaken on NHS funding development formula
• assisting with modelling survey
• Provided calculations on the possible cost impact of the universal deferred payment scheme on
English local authorities
• Participating in the development of the new Relative Needs Formulae used to distribute funding for
adult social care, as part of the Project Advisory Panel. A consultation to follow in spring/summer 2014.
• New Homes Bonus: Lobbied against the £400m topslice. Local Government has now got £330m
back
• Business Rates retention - analysis has been undertaken of scheme in operation - to be published in
Jan

Green

Green

Green

Green

Each local authority has received a financial sustainability spidergram report. A second generation
model has been prepared and will be sent to councils shortly
Green
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Future spending reviews deliver fair, timely and flexible local
government finance settlements, in particular for social care,
children's services and waste. Based on our earlier research
showing a likely funding gap of £16.5 billion, we will develop models for
the future funding of local services in support of community budgets, as
well as proposals for the reform of the local government finance
system.

Councils have devolved powers and are able to develop new and
innovative ways to encourage investment and create jobs. We will
make the case for local authority bonds and explore opportunities for
pension fund investment in infrastructure along with other ways to raise
finance.
Councils have the opportunity to generate new income streams
and new approaches to commissioning. We will build on the work
we have been doing with councils in the main areas of spend - children,
adults and families - and also procurement and capital and assets, to
share learning and good practice across different public agencies.

Paul Raynes

Alan Finch

• Phase 1 of the bonds project is now complete and we have 20 councils prepared to be publicly
associated with the project with a further 21 expressing varying levels of interest
• Executive Board approved a move to phase 2 on 21st November

Green

Our social investment work has so far delivered a number of workshops, articles, board bulletin items,
blog posts; and 4 PAs have been trained
Green

Public Service Reform: Independent councils are at the centre, and are seen to be at the centre, of public service reform, delivering more effective services for local people
and holding other providers to account.

There is a fundamental and ambitious rethink to the way local
services are funded and organised to achieve the economic and
social benefits as well as short and long-term savings from full
integration. We will work with the whole place community budget
pilots to enable other areas to follow their approaches, identify the
national financial impact of scaling up the pilots' proposals, and identify
and lobby for the changes that Whitehall now needs to make.

Paul Raynes

• Community Budgets endorsed in spending round with new organisational and financial support for
councils undertaking transformation work
• The Locality/LGA bid to run the Our Place support contract was successful
Green

Children's services meet the needs of children and young people
and their families based on local needs and priorities. We will work
to ensure that reforms to councils' statutory duties and other policies
are appropriate and fully funded, enabling councils to work with local
partners to keep children safe, provide high quality care, support early
intervention and deliver good long-term outcomes including health,
educational attainment and a good transition to adulthood.

Helen Johnston • Adoption reform - lobbying success as Gov't accepted amendments that bring in safeguards against
use of Clause 3; and agreement between LGA, Ministers and adoption agencies to establish adoption
leadership board
• Child sexual exploitation - 2 events delivered; and LGA referenced in OCC Inquiry report as leading on
national CSE strategy
• Residential children's homes - action learning research learning shared; responses submitted to
consultations and Cllr Light oral evidence at Select Cttee
• Discussion paper produced on extended family support
• Education - scrutiny report launched at NCAS; successful SEN conference held on 10th Dec
• Post 16 - Evidence submitted to Heywood Review and report published on national programmes for
young people; tracking and planning tool published to support councils to deliver raising participation
age
Paul Raynes
The Government's reset of Universal Credit has resulted in the role of councils in delivery being
significantly strengthened and improved.
• The government's Local Support Services Framework incorporates a number of LGA lobbying asks
• Successful welfare reform conference held in Dec
• Responded to Autumn Statement announcement on extra DHP funding for the next 2 years by saying
it has gone some way towards meeting councils’ concerns but that the current allocation of DHP is not
sufficient and does not reflect changing geographical need
• Single Fraud Investigation Service - LGA is lobbying to influence development of the SFIS with a view
to minimise disruption to councils' non-benefit fraud work

Councils have a role in managing welfare reform and ensuring that
local people are fully supported when these benefits and tax
changes come in to place. We will work on behalf of councils to
shape the development of welfare reform and Universal Credit, provide
an analysis and evidence of what is likely to happen, and raise
awareness of how councils can help residents.

Green

Green

Green
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Sally Burlington • Care Bill Bulletin and Website launched. 1,600+ bulletin recipients. Focus on informing councils of the
actions/options they need to take to implement The Bill
• Financial modelling underway (led by ADASS) and a new focused sub-group examining the costs of
the reforms to local authorities
• Joint Programme Office established (with significant LGA and ADASS resource)
• Implementation support vision developed and additional implementation funding identified for councils
and regional infrastructures
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Adult social care is reformed so that the individual's experience of
care and support is improved. We will continue to influence the
wider reform agenda in adult social care to ensure the new system is
easier to navigate, provides quality services and supports people to
plan ahead for the future. We will help make the appropriate
connections between care, health, housing and benefits so that the
reform agenda is based on the principle of supporting individuals'
general wellbeing.

Councils work effectively with Police and Crime Commissioners
and other partners to deliver safe communities. We will identify
examples of good practice in joint commissioning community safety,
reducing re-offending and reducing violence against women and girls,
and will support police and crime panels to ensure they hold PCCs to
account.
Councils support and build the resilience of communities so they
are able to thrive in the face of challenging economic conditions
and the significant restructuring of services. We will commission
work so councils and councillors understand their role in developing the
council of the future, having intelligent conversations with local people
on the services they can afford to provide, including reducing demand
and changing behaviour.

Helen Murray

Helen Murray
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Paul Raynes
Councils lead the future direction of waste policy and set the
agenda for reducing waste and increasing re-use and recycling
whilst reducing cost pressures. We will lead a review which will
champion local innovation and best practice and enable us to lobby in
Westminster and Brussels on future funding gaps and more local
decision-making.
Sarah Messenger
The local government workforce is able to deliver the services
required by local citizens. We will negotiate national agreements that
are seen as fit for purpose by councils, represent their interests in
reforming the Local Government Pension Scheme and continue to
develop practical advice for their workforce challenges.

• National resilience: CfPS completed research into Police and Crime Panels 1 year on and
commissioned to deliver guidance on Police and Crime Panel scrutiny; improvement support also
commissioned; further fire reform work commissioned, including work on pensions
• Community safety improvement: projects delivered to plan; future community safety improvement
strategy paper discussed by Board lead members in Dec
• FGM and CSE / Comm budgets - Contributed to a Home Office event for PCCs on commissioning of
domestic abuse and sexual violence services Nov; Agreed programme of activity on FGM with the
Board's lead members.
• New Scrap Metal Dealers Act - advice given to councils on implementation; given presentations at
licensing events across the country
• Victims Services - Contributed to a Home Office and APCC event on the commissioning of services
for victims of domestic abuse and sexual violence
• Serious and Organised Crime Strategy – agreed joint (with OSCT) letter to Chief Execs; conducted
workshop at annual SC conference; co-wrote article with OSCT for First; assisted in development of
Roadshows for councils & police
• Antisocial behaviour, crime & policing Bill - Amendments made to Bill at report stage in Commons to
give councils greater powers to tackle anti-social tenants in private rented accommodation

Green

Green

• Ongoing communication of the key messages from our 'Wealth from Waste' publication
• Work to establish a reuse commission has begun a call for evidence for case studies has been issued
Green

Green
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• A pay deal has been agreed with the Fire Brigades Union for an increase of 1% w.e.f. 1 July 2013 and
reform of the car mileage rates to HMRC levels.
• A pay deal has been agreed with the LGS unions for an increase of 1% and the deletion of the bottom
point on the salary spine to ensure compliance with the NMW. A pay deal has also been agreed with
the Soulbury trade unions for an increase of 1%.
• Both of these deals are within the negotiating parameters set by the relevant employers and include
important developments on ensuring reform of the employment package is an ongoing part of our
interaction with the unions.
• We are working with over forty councils delivering a range of future workforce projects including layers
and spans of control, workforce planning, strategic pay and reward reviews/benchmarking,
organisational design, social care standards, public health workforce transition, employee engagement
support and various bespoke consultancy work.
• Our employment legal advisors and Pensions Team continue to provide a telephone/web based
advice service to councils which is always in demand.
• We have also delivered a national conference on social enterprises and several pensions advice
workshops in this period.
• We have reached agreement on a reformed Local Government Pension Scheme. In partnership with
LG unions we were able to persuade the government to significantly amend the public service pensions
bill as it passed through parliament
• We have published guidence for payrolls and HR managers for LGPS 2014
• We have implmented a wide ranging LGPS scheme member communications plan
• We have successfully supported councils and schools in implementing automatic enrolment
legislation
• We reached agreement with DoH and health unions on the pension rights of transferring public health
staff
• We have worked in collaboration with other national and international social partners to influence EU
pensions policy
•We have issued a discussion document to councils providing advice on reforming terms and
cionditions at local level and asking for thier views on what support they would want from the LGA.

Councils have a key role to play in driving economic growth, new
jobs and wealth creation - we will produce clear evidence - from
home and abroad, that national economic recovery can be driven and
supported by deeper devolution and through local economic leadership
by councils and their partners
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National and European economic policy in areas such as
transport, skills, state aid and broadband fit with local economies
so that local strategies support national economic recovery - we
will lobby for devolution of powers, policy and funding streams, as
supported by Lord Heseltine, to ensure more effective use of resources
and lobby for the opportunities for the City Deal cities to be made
available to all areas
Councils maintain their planning powers and freedoms and there
is certainty and stability in the planning system - we will continue to
make the case for local decision-making on planning, and provide
support to councils in developing local plans

Ian Hughes

Ian Hughes

Paul Raynes

• LEPs - worked with LEP network on events for councillors
• Adult skills and employment - lobbied for localised help to work schemes; ran employment workshop
at Dec Welfare conference; responded to gov't back to work consultation
• High Streets - town centre manager survey conducted and media work undertaken to share findings
• Research being commissioned on fragmentation of growth funding and the cost of competing for
funding
• Local Gov'ts role in promoting trade and investment opportunities - Chairman hosted a roundtable with
Commonwealth LG Forum executive in November
• Culture and growth - case studies have been developed and will form part of a publication on good
design and growth in Feb
• Libraries - Lead members have written to the Culture Secretary to press for LGA representation on the
panel conducting the independent libraries review
• Transport - streetworks meetings with utilities and business will result in joint statement about 'what
good looks like'; rewiring roads campaign being drawn up
• EU lobbying: London - EU Fines panel established and work on processes ongoing; response
prepared to EU State Aid review; EU lobbying priorities summit with Whitehall cancelled and
consequently we have requested urgent meeting with gov't to pursue this
• EU lobbying: Brussels - 2014 priorities set and lobbying ongoing; Congress UK peer review position
established and 2 review visits facilitated
• Unimplemented planning permissions - research complete; QA and finalising report
• Fracking: Draft policy position agreed by the Board

Green

Green

Green

Paul Raynes

EU funding is devolved to local partnerships as part of a wider
package for local growth - we will lobby at European and national
level to ensure that all places have the opportunity to influence
provision in their area in the seven years to 2020, with local authorities
and their partners, with Government, deciding how they wish to
organise themselves for this

Ian Hughes

Following LGA lobbying, HRA borrowing cap partially lifted and gov't has announced a review of the
role of local authorities in the delivery of housing
• Survey of self-financing LAs has provided updated evidence on issues such as rent arrears and the
potential for house-building
• Submitted evidence to lobby for changes to the Right to Buy as part of the Deregulation Bill
consultation
• Interviews with a range of councils, HCA, local partnerships and NHF taking place to inform a
publication highlighting opportunities to leverage investment for housing locally.
£5.3b ESIF
• LGA paper delivered by members to 6/11 EU funds Programme Board; Chairman wrote article First
14/12
• EU funds/local & central govt - LGA members led debate at ESIF Growth Board 6/1; Lobbied for
greater involvement in Partnership Agreement and Operational Programmes and EU rural funds to be
integrated with ESIF. LGA Chairman met Baroness Stowell 28/11
• Collaborative work with partner organisations - Briefed all LEPs on LGA paper ahead of Govt event on
proposed new performance managemet regime; Commissioned research on lessons of ESIF for future
local economic development.
• Council role in international trade - Joint LGA/UKTI awareness raising report drafted; Member survey
completed

Green

Green
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Councils drive the increase in the housing supply that the nation
needs - we will continue to make the case for councils to promote
affordable and social housing and by using their own borrowing power
and encouraging third parties through the planning system, and will
work to ensure councils have the tools to manage the housing impacts
of welfare reform

Councils promote economic growth through their capital and
assets - we will directly support councils to deliver reductions in running
costs and their carbon footprint, raise capital receipts and deliver
growth outcomes such as housing and disseminate the learning from
this.

Brian Reynolds

Paul Raynes

Councils drive tourism and the visitor economy - we will promote
and support councils’ leadership role by ensuring they have the
necessary levers over planning, finance, skills and transport, and
investment in the arts, sport and culture.

Paul Raynes

Councils build business confidence by reducing unnecessary red
tape and regulatory burdens at the local level, as well as by
fighting crime - we will promote the positive contribution local
regulation can make to economic growth and work with councils to
improve their ability to tackle crime, metal theft and anti-social
behaviour.

Helen Murray

Fire and Rescue Authorities protect people and places from harm,
providing the safe environment in which businesses can thrive - we will
champion fire authorities in their national resilience and local roles and
identify opportunities to achieve further efficiencies and synergies
across the blue light services.

Helen Murray
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Councils support green growth by taking action on energy
efficiency and reducing the costs of energy - we will champion
councils' role in leading action on energy efficiency and green energy
and ensure they have the flexibility and resources to support local
initiatives to reduce energy costs, tackle fuel poverty and build
resilience to climate risks

• The LGA/Government Property Unit ‘One Public Estate Programme’ launched on 25th June 2013; a
central-local programme aiming to aid local and central government asset holders to ‘unblock’ any
barriers that may be preventing a more integrated approach to capital assets across a locality. The pilot
authorities are: Bristol, Chester and Cheshire West, Essex, Hampshire, Hull, Leeds, Nottingham,
Portsmouth, Sheffield, Surrey, Warrington and Worcestershire.
• The LGA have been commissioned to run this project on behalf of the Cabinet Office, based upon our
successful three previous waves of a similar capital and asset programme (CAP).
• The Economic Growth Advisors programme was launched in July; 74 bids from over 90 councils were
received, and 62 councils have been accepted as part of the programme. The scheme will fund
specialist advisors both from within the public and private sectors to work with councils and provide
them with expertise in economic growth and regeneration.
• Case studies published on council role in tackling fuel poverty; Financing energy efficiency case
studies also produced, to be made available on LGA and Climate Local sites
• Improving Green Deal and ECO - agreed with Greg Barker that LG and Central Gov't would work
together to identify areas to reduce red tape
• 80 councils signed up to climate local, Roadshows attracted over 160 delegates
• Launched visitor economy publication setting out key policy proposals and 15 new case studies on
how councils are driving growth through the visitor economy
• Support portfolio holders to unlock growth through the visitor economy.
• 20 portfolio holders supported at two Culture Leadership Academies in October and December, which
included sessions on culture-led tourism. The LGA Chairman and Chair of the CTS Board met the
Chairman and Chief Executive of VisitEngland on 19 December to secure support for our policy
proposals that will help councils to improve the productivity of the tourism sector.
Vision for local regulation – Completed & launched at LGA annual conference.
Local licensing fees - Counsel advice received at half expected cost; finalising guidance
Elected member support - Online training module launched. Regional licensing events for elected
members held.

Green

Green

Green

Green

• LGA submitted evidence to CLG Select Committee on Knight Review; Legal advice commissioned on
LGA’s role on national operational guidance
Green

A tailored corporate peer challenge for local authorities, including a
core component looking at issues of leadership, corporate capacity and
financial resilience

Dennis Skinner

Take up of the peer challenge offer is very strong. In the third quarter alone we have delivered 33
corporate peer challenges for councils and fire and rescue services (compared to 12 in the same period
last year) a total of 66 so far this year. A further 29 are confirmed or in discussion for the remainder of
the year, although this figure may well be reduced as a result of fire peer reviews being postponed due
to the on-going industrial action. As a result of the exceptionally high delivery during the autumn the

Green
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Sector-led support, improvement and innovation: We will support councils with improving performance, effectiveness and efficiency

Leadership and managerial development programmes, providing
opportunities for hundreds of politicians and managers, equipping them
to deal with the challenges being faced by their councils

Support to help councils with capturing and sharing innovative
practice

LG Inform - access to transparent and comparable performance
information

Dennis Skinner

Dennis Skinner

Dennis Skinner

A report on the future direction of the LGA’s member and managerial leadership development offer has
been agreed by the Leadership Board and work has started on developing the new suite of leadership
programmes for 2014/15. A total of 330 councillors have now attended, or are booked to attend, our
various main and focused Leadership Academy programmes. The new Next Generation programme
has started and each party cohort has now completed their first two (of three) modules. Recruitment for
the 2013 NGDP (Cohort 15) intake has now been completed and a total of 94 graduates have been
placed in 40 councils across England and Wales. The recruitment process for Cohort 16 has also
started. The closing date for this is mid-January and we expect to receive approximately 2500
applications.
1. Ensured a significant focus on innovation at the LGA conference including an Innovation zone with
NESTA and others.
2. Supported robust analysis of Creative Councils lessons for on-going dissemination to local
government sector (including Camps, skills development, Knowledge Hub, formal research).
3. Completed Member interviews as part of the ‘Local Councils’ Innovation Framework’ and promoted
findings at LGA conference.

Green

Green

The new version of LG Inform, our data benchmarking service was ‘soft’ launched on 31 July to
councils and fire and rescue authorities/services (FRSs) who are existing users; and it was successfully
fully launched to chief executives and leaders on 18 September. LG Inform was made open to the
public in November. Work to promote LG Inform is now on-going. Work is also now starting in earnest
with councils to identify local data they would like to collect, so they can use LG Inform as a free
benchmarking club.
Green
Good progress has been made with LG Inform Plus (formerly known as esd-toolkit), our subscription
package for local authorities offering a range of additional data tools and access to ward-level data. It
is now a clearer offer to authorities, and more closely aligned to LG Inform.
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Sector-led improvement programmes in children's services

Culture, tourism and sport - we will pursue sector-led improvement in
culture, tourism and sport

Dennis Skinner

Paul Raynes

A wide range of support has been provided to councils during the year including:
• Change of control support to 23 councils - mainly county councils
• Bespoke peer mentoring support to 47 councils
• Delivery of top team development work to 6 councils
• A range of follow-up support to 37 councils who received peer challenge
• Direct improvement support to 27 councils e.g. Work on financial sustainability in Corby, Derby and
Nottinghamshire. Financial diagnostics also delivered in Gloucester City and Poole.

Programme of events and peer reviews continues. On track to achieve our targets of:
• engaging 40 library portfolio holders with improvement events
• engaging 70 sport portfolio holders in improvement activity
• engaging 55 portfolio holders responsible for culture in improvement events

Green

Green

Green
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Direct Support to councils through the lead member peers and
principal advisers, working to help them access appropriate support, in
particular where they are facing significant underperformance
challenges - our support will take account of the increasing financial
pressure being faced by councils

Helen Johnston Member induction completed for 2013-14
September and November Leadership academies have taken place and feedback from delegates has
been positive.
Joint events with Solace/VSC- planning meeting took place in early December with input from elected
members and chief execs.
NCAS 2013 completed had largely positive feedback from delegates.

Adult social care and health - we will pursue sector-led improvement
programmes in adult social care and health

Planning services - we will pursue a sector-led improvement
programme in planning services

Sally Burlington / • DH/LG strategic forum met in July, chaired by Carolyn Downs; report submitted to HTTG proposing a
Andy Hughes limited number of outcome-based public health indicators upon which LAs have most influence.
• ASC leadership support - regional networks met; induction event for lead members held July
• Adult safeguarding - 3 peer challenges held; 54 councils signed up to 'making safeguarding personal'
project
• Winterbourne View - team appointed; stocktake completed, analysed and results made available;
comms and engagement strategies agreed & operational ; sharing event for concordat signatories held;
review guidance issued
• TEASC - ‘Statement of purpose’ agreed; work commenced on bespoke peer challenges; pilot work in
LAs on use of resources self-assessment begun; quarterly reporting on adult social care data begun;
DH grant still not received
• Health & Wellbeing - Caroline Tapster appointed as Director; national & regional governance
mechanisms established & working; programme prospectus issued; comms strategy operational; Peer
challenge revised; 5 pilots deliver and a further 12 planned; joint work with Healthwatch on
commissioning g progressing well; programme options for 14/15 under consideration

Paul Raynes
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We successfully made the case to DCLG for genuinely sector-led governance of PAS and have now
put in place from this financial year a PAS board that is holding the service to account and agreeing its
grant arrangement and targets with DCLG. The PAS programme continues to deliver relevant work at
high quality. Over 90% of people using its services recognise that it helps them do their work more
effectively. The sector sees PAS becoming more important in an environment requiring working
together without so much guidance from the centre.

Green

Green
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Practical support to councils continue to develop new and innovative
ways to improve efficiency and productivity as a major element of
public service reform.

Dennis Skinner

The highly successful Adult Social Care Efficiency (ASCE) Programme continues; a mid term report
shows participating councils delivering an average 7% annual saving in adult social care services.
Alumni evet held July 2013 to launch the report. Further work is being done to develop the programme
by looking at potential funding from external partners to allow more councils to join the programme
going forward. In response to findings reported in the ASCE Interim Position Report in July the LGA will
be running a project next year to looking specifically at developing new and innovative practice in
learning disability services that help to make the savings required. The project will be open to all ASCE
participants and will follow a similar approach to the current ASCE Programme. The deadline for the
return of application is Monday 13th January.
We have moved into the delivery phase of the National Procurement Strategy. Workstreams in the 3
key themes of ICT, Energy and Construction are in place with membership from key players accross
the sector. Workshops took place between May and September to allow the sector to identify big win
areas where savings can be made.

Green

The Productivity Expert programme has now funded over 24 councils to provide funding to enable
them to engage an expert to provide the necessary skills and expertise to help deliver efficiency
savings. The key headline is that for an investment of £46,000 of LGA funding has resulted in efficiency
savings of £25,615,000 being identified and delivered byparticipating councils.
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Full membership - we will maintain membership levels amongst
local authorities in England and Wales - including fire and rescue,
integrated transport and national park authorities - by enhancing the
benefits and reducing the costs of membership. We will introduce a
'loyalty discount' for members and continue to communicate on the
benefits of membership directly with individual councils and all
councillors

The Commissioning Academy is a joint programme between the Cabinet Office, the LGA and other
central government departments that enables senior commissioners across the public sector to develop
their commissioning skills alongside each other. Following on from two successful pilots (11 councils)
three Academy cohorts(18 councils) started in June 2013. There was a highly positive response to the
pilot cohorts and as a result huge demand from councils across the country for places on the Academy;
there will be three further cohorts recruited in November this year.

Our own efficiency and effectiveness
Claire Holloway
15 councils currently on notice for April 2014.
Loyalty discount introduced and in operation. Benefits of membership booklets sent to all councillors
and CXs of all member councils. 100% of subscriptions collected.
National Park Authorities now moved to corporate membership scheme through National Parks
England.
Governance proposals developed In response to notice by the Core Cities.

Amber
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Persuasive communications - we will work to support, promote and
improve local government using the full range of communications
activity, ensuring councils have a strong national voice and are well
represented to central government

David Holdstock We have introduced measures which allow us to track the tone of media coverage (positive, neutral,
negative), which media covered it, which subjects, which spokespeople and whether it was proactive or
reactive.
MEDIA EVALUATION SUMMARY
Oct - Dec 2013
• National media mentions up 101 per cent year-on-year from 127 in the same period for 2012 to 256 in
2013.
• 75 per cent of coverage was through pro-active media work.

Green

• 71 per cent of our national coverage was positive.
• Our media work before and after the Autumn Statement and Local Government Finance Settlement
received 50 media mentions.
• More than one million website page views by more than 180,000 unique users.
• 204 mentions of the LGA in Parliament from October to December.
Helen Platts

Efficient business management - we will continue to make changes
to improve the efficiency of our back-office services, to achieve a
further 10% reduction in our overheads

Helen Platts
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Financial sustainability - we will work with our member authorities
and government to ensure we secure core funding for the LGA from
2015/16 from subscriptions and LGA top-slice

Effective people management - we will support our employees
through effective performance management and development, and will
place a high priority on engaging them in developing and improving our
services to councils

2013/14 as a result of the changes made.
Ongoing programme of communications to reduce demand for Catering and Print and Design
underway.
Good progress with the one-off savings negotiated as part of the Liberata contract price reduction.
Claire Holloway 90% of appraisals completed and returned - compared with 38% in 2012.
Restructure complete with minimum compulsory redundancies.
First tranche of management training now complete and sustaining event held; second tranche has now
commenced.
Knowledge Bites and Knowledge Bites Plus programme in place, overseen by C&C team .
Helen Platts

Progress with in-year ICT developments: Sharepoint; Committee Management System; Conferences
and Events booking system. All on track to be delivered during 2013-14 although original target dates
for implementation will not be met. Knowledge Hub was successfully transferred to Liberata in
November 2013.

Amber

Green

Green

Amber
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Accessible information - we will focus on achieving improvements for
our customers and supporting them with sharing information and
knowledge, as well as reductions in our own costs through a coherent,
affordable programme of ICT development which aligns with our overall
priorities

Issues regarding the LGA and IDeA pension deficits identified and strategy for dealing with these now
being developed. Options appraisal of Layden House underway. Work on business case for RSG
topslice from 2015/16 now in train.
Report on LGA achievements with RSG topslice funding submitted to CLG.
Overview
of LGA financial
strategy
presented
to Leadership
LGE and LACORS
company
close-down
achieved
from AprilBoard.
2013. £1m savings will be achieved in

Red
Amber
Green
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A red traffic light
indicates that we will
not deliver the agreed
work programme

An amber traffic light
indicates that there is a
risk that the agreed
work programme will
not be delivered.
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A green traffic light
indicates that the
agreed work
programme is either on
track to be delivered by
year end or has
already been
completed.
Where no traffic light is
shown, work has not
yet commenced in
relation to this
business plan target

Agenda Item 3a
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LG COMPANY REPORT - TOP LEVEL CONSOLIDATION - NOVEMBER 2013

RAG Status Key
G
Within 2% of budget
A
Between 3% - 9% of budget.
R
10% under /over budget
As at Period 8
November 13
Budget YTD

Year to date
Actuals YTD

Variance YTD

Budget Year

Full year
Forecast Outturn

Description
2013/14
£000s

2013/14
£000s

2013/14
£000s

2013/14
£000s

2013/14
£000s

Budget to
Outturn
Variance

RAG Status
Commentary

2013/14
£000s

INCOME:
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Subscription Income (Net of discounts)
RSG Income
Welsh RSG Income

Income from Direct Services

(9,698)

(16,888)

(16,506)

(215)

(215)

382
-

(9,698)

(9,698)

-

G

(25,500)

(25,500)

-

G

(323)

(323)

-

G

(2,236)

(3,794)

(1,558)

(3,435)

(3,755)

(32)

(68)

(36)

(48)

(48)

Rental Income

(923)

(834)

89

(1,241)

(1,307)

Other Income

(254)

(923)

(669)

(381)

(281)

Geoplace dividend

(600)

(375)

225

(1,200)

(1,350)

Total Core Income

(30,847)

(32,415)

(1,567)

(41,826)

(42,262)

E:\moderngov\Data\AgendaItemDocs\1\8\3\AI00000381\$tg1i4vzj.xlsx _Top Level

The projected variance is due to additional funds received for Local
Government Challenge - £45k, Political Group Offices - £16k,
European and International - £55k, Conference & Events - £72k, Peer
Challenge Chargeable - £90k and Research & Information - £60k, LG
Inform - £99k, Productivity - £150k.
This is offset by a lower than projected income for Digital
Communications - £65k, NGDP - £40k, Workforce Consultancy - £80k
(320) and Leadership and Localism - £80k.
-
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Shared Services - 3rd Party Income

(9,698)

G

Rental income will be £66k higher than budgeted for due to
(66) additional tenants and rent increases.

A

100 The projected variance is due to lower than anticipated interest.

R

The projected variance is due to Geoplace paying a higher dividend
(150) than anticipated.

R

(436)

29/01/14 11:39

As at Period 8
November 13
Budget YTD

Year to date
Actuals YTD

Variance YTD

Budget Year

Full year
Forecast Outturn

Description
2013/14
£000s

2013/14
£000s

2013/14
£000s

2013/14
£000s

2013/14
£000s

Budget to
Outturn
Variance

RAG Status
Commentary

2013/14
£000s

EXPENDITURE:
Core Employee Costs

11,165

Extra Employee Costs

-

RSG payments to 3rd parties

1,532

10,878

(287)

249

249

1,029

(503)

16,592
2,203

15,417

The full year variance is due to savings achieved as a result of the
(1,175) revised staffing structure.

494
2,203

R

494 Severance pay agreed to date.

R

-

G
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The projected overspend is due to: Member Services - £96k,
Independent Group - £4k, Finance & Policy programmes - £5k, Peer
Chargeable - £72k, Peer Support £200k, Improvement Support - £7k,
Communications - £5k and Local Government Challenge - £45k.
This is offset by projected under spends for: LG Inform Plus - £70k,
NGDP - £20k, On Site Support - £20k, Negotiations - £150k,
Leadership & Localism - £79k, Conferences & Events - £110k and
Digital Communications £109k.
Programme Costs

Liberata Contract

5,384

3,539

4,756

3,687

(629)

148

9,055

5,296

8,931

(124)

A

R

911

1,504

593

2,306

1,699

The projected under spend is due to agreed in-year savings of £720k
mainly from programme budgets; Business Support - £85k and
reduced training spend in HR £50k.
This is offset by projected overspends for: Corporate Services - £100k
(607) and ICT projects - £148k.

1,467

1,594

127

2,590

2,613

23 The projected over spend is due to higher rates than budgeted for.

G

785

1,126

341

930

930

-

The YTD variance is due to timing on invoices.

G

2,465

1,568

(897)

3,874

3,874

-

The YTD variance is due to timing on invoices.

G

Total Core Expenditure

27,249

26,392

(857)

42,846

41,702

(1,144)

NET CORE POSITION (Surplus) Deficit

(3,598)

(6,022)

(2,424)

1,020

(560)

(1,580)

Other running costs

Property Costs
Pensions - Past employees
Pension Deficits Reduction Payments

E:\moderngov\Data\AgendaItemDocs\1\8\3\AI00000381\$tg1i4vzj.xlsx _Top Level
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5,541

The YTD variance is due to a delay in receiving invoices for additional
Liberata charges.
The projected overspend is due to savings not being met for
Conference & Events Booking system and Out of Hours Security at
245 Layden House.

29/01/14 11:39

As at Period 8
November 13
Budget YTD

Year to date
Actuals YTD

Variance YTD

Budget Year

Full year
Forecast Outturn

Description
2013/14
£000s
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Ring Fenced income

Ring-fenced expenditure

2013/14
£000s

(8,735)

8,449

2013/14
£000s

(7,791)

7,844

2013/14
£000s

944

(605)

2013/14
£000s

(13,744)

13,773

Budget to
Outturn
Variance

RAG Status
Commentary

2013/14
£000s
Projected income is lower than budget mainly due to: Childrens
Workforce £732k and One Public Estate £551k. This is offset by
additional funding for Pensions £100k, Culture, Tourism & Sport £40k,
Cultural Services Grant £250k, POP Group £44k and Income for
656 Icelandic Banks £200k.

(13,088)

Projected expenditure is lower than budget mainly due to: Childrens
Workforce £732k and One Public Estate £581k. The Planning
Advisory Service are expected to contribution a further £22k a to
overheads. This is offset by overspends for Pensions £100k, Culture,
Tourism & Sport £40k, Cultural Services Grant £250k, POP Group
(662) £44k and Icelandic Banks £250k.

13,110

(313)

(478)

(165)

(710)

(750)

Net Ring Fenced Position

(598)

(424)

174

(682)

(728)

(46)

(4,196)

(6,446)

(2,250)

338

(1,288)

(1,626)

(338)

(190)

NET LGA POSITION Pre Reserves (Surplus) Deficit

Planned Support from Reserves

NET LGA POSITION (Surplus) Deficit

-

(4,196)

-

(6,446)

-

(2,250)

-

(1,478)

Projected reserves is lower than budgeted for with Leadership Centre
148 - £190k and Pensions not needing to use reserve funding.

R
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Ring-fenced overhead recovery

An additional £40k contribution to overheads has been received from
(40) Children's Improvement programme

R

R

(1,478)

E:\moderngov\Data\AgendaItemDocs\1\8\3\AI00000381\$tg1i4vzj.xlsx _Top Level
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LGA Corporate Health Indicators

Appendix C

Corporate Indicator
March 2012
422
4
34
100%

March 2013
422
2
21
100%

June 2013
412
2
21
97%

Sept 2013
412
2
21
100%

Dec 2013
412
2
17
100%

Target 2013/14
Maintain or increase
Reduce
Reduce
100%

Our reputation
Member authority satisfaction
Member authority informed
Member authority advocacy rating

March 2012

March 2012
63%
69%
63%

June 2013

Sept 2013

Survey Nov
2013

Survey Nov
2013

Dec 2013
TBC
TBC
TBC

Target 2013/14
64%
70%
64%

TBC

48%
Target 2013/14
Reduce following
reduction in RSG
topslice
Maintain or increase
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Membership
Total membership
Number of councils out of membership
Number of councils on notice to withdraw
% subscriptions collected

Not surveyed

Value for money rating

46%
March 2012
253

March 2013
269

June 2013
268

Sept 2013
247

Dec 2013
TBC

Number of employees in posts with external
funding
Employees – total headcount
FTE

38

25

46

36

TBC

291
(281.4)

294
(281.3)

314
(287.6)

283
(263.3)

TBC

March 2012
£000
79%
9%
3%
9%
100%
(£1,860k)

March 2013
£000
94%
5%
1%
0%
100%
(£2,092k)

June 2013
£000
60%
40%
0%
0%
100%
(£2,178k)

Sept 2013
£000
97%
2%
0%
0%
100%
(£4,120k)

Dec 2013
£000
84%
5%
1%
0%
100%
(£1,911k)

Debtors
0-2 months
3-12 months
13-24 months
Over 24 months
Total

Target March 2014
80%
20%
0%
0%
100%
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Financial sustainability
Number of employees in agreed core posts

Liberata contract - customer satisfaction
% positive
HR and Payroll
Finance and accounting
ICT

March 2013

FM
Print and design

85%
89%

82%
82%

90%
90%

Overall

54%

61%

80%

People management
Average annual sick days per employee
(Public sector average 9.6 days; local
government average 10.3 days)

March 2012
4.5

March 2013
3.2

June 2013
3.6

Sept 2013
4.5

Dec 2013
TBC

Target 2013/14
Maintain or improve

Workforce profile
BAME employees % of the workforce

March 2012
15.7%

March 2013
17.0%

June 2013
15.3%

Sept 2013
15.2%

Dec 2013
TBC

Target 2013/14
Increase % of BAME
employees grade 8+ in
line with overall
representation in the
workforce

10.3%

15.6%

10%

12.8%

March 2012

March 2013

June 2013

Sept 2013

Dec 2013

Target 2013/14

65%

73%

53%
59%
41%

64%
67%
76%

65%
38%
62%
69%
51%

76%
57%
67%
78%
53%
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November
2011
78%
70%
45%

BAME - proportion of employees Grade 8
and above

Customer Satisfaction
Communication
Training and Development
Line Management
Management Visibility
Work / Life Balance
Equality / Diversity
Perceptions of the LGA

New survey
from 2013

Survey Nov
2013

Sept 2013

Survey Nov
2013

Dec 2013

Survey Jan
2014

Target 2013/14
90%
80%
80%
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Employee opinion survey - % of
employees positive
Your Job

81%
76%
65%

June 2013

Improve by an average
of 5%

Survey June
2014

Survey June
2014

Environmental impact – reduce carbon
emissions by 6% from 2007/2008 baseline
of 1,450 CO2 tonnes

March 2012

March 2013

June 2013

Sept 2013

Dec 2013

Target March 2014

1,155

1,400

Report March
2014

Report March
2014

Report March
2014

1,363

-20.4%

-3.5%

-6%
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Appendix D

LGA Strategic Risk Register – Summary
Updated 7 January 2014
Ref

Type

Description of risk
Q1 score

2012/13
Q2 score Q3 score

Q4 score

Q1 score

2013/14
Q2 score

Q3 score

12

4

4

4

12

12

12

12

Movement

Review
Date



Mar
2014



Mar
2014



Mar
2014



Jun
2014



Sept
2014

EXTERNAL
S1
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S2

Impact/delivery

Membership

The LGA is not effective
in achieving its vision for
local government
LGA membership
reduces to the point
where the LGA loses
legitimacy as the voice
for the sector

12

12

12

12

5

5

9

12

15

INTERNAL
S3

S4

The LGA is not
financially viable

Shared Services
contract

The Liberata services are
not delivered to an
acceptable standard or
cost

20

20

20

We do not maintain
employee capacity and
capability as our core
funding reduces

9

9

9

People
Management

Symbols   

1

25

25

25

15

12

12

12

12

9

9

3

3
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S5

Financial
Sustainability

Ref

S1

Risk

Impact/delivery
The LGA is not effective in
achieving its vision for local
government:
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- Funding for local
government
- Economic growth, jobs
and prosperity
- Public service reform
- Support for sector-led
improvement

Cause and effect

Inherent
risk
I
L
5 →1
5 = high

Cause
- Lack of focus and
prioritisation
- Not active on the big
issues
- Failure to deliver
lobbying objectives
- Support to councils is
not valued
Effect
- Loss of membership –
see below
- Lack of credibility with
government - RSG
and other funding not
renewed

Controls/Sources of
assurance

-

-

4

5
-

-

Clear priorities agreed
with members through
the business planning
process
Comprehensive
governance
arrangements in place to
ensure clear cross-party
support for the LGA’s
lobbying objectives
Public Affairs function to
monitor political change
Boards to drive the
delivery of the LGA’s top
priorities
Rewiring Local
Government work used
as basis for LGA priorities
and campaigns launched
July 2013

KPI – Customer survey data

2

Further Actions to
improve mitigation

-

4

Programme of
campaigns and policy
and lobbying work in
the second half of
2013-14, building on
Rewiring Local
Government

Owner/
Date

Head of
Finance and
Policy – Mar
2013

1
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Sources of assurance –
quarterly performance
reporting; regular reports
to Executive, Leadership
Board and LGA Boards

Residual
risk
I
L
5 →1
5 = high

Ref

S2

Risk

Membership
LGA membership reduces
to the point where the LGA
loses legitimacy as the
voice for the sector

Cause and effect

Inherent
risk
I
L
5 →1
5 = high

Causes
- General financial
pressures on councils
- LGA not see to
provide value for
money
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Effect
- LGA loses legitimacy
as the voice for the
sector
- Local government
becomes more
fragmented in its
engagement with
government

Controls/Sources of
assurance

-

-

-

5

3

-

-

-

Source of assurance –
ongoing monitoring and
publishing of membership
changes
KPI – Total membership
and members on notice to
withdraw

3

4

3

Further Actions to
improve mitigation

Owner/
Date

-

Work to address the
concerns of the core
cities

Head of
Corporate
Governance/
Political
Group Offices
– Jan 2014

-

Improve the LGA’s
collection of customer
contact information –as
part of ICT strategy

Executive
Director –
Mar 2014

-

Establish services
delivered as part of
core offer, as basis for
decision on
Subscriptions from
2014-15 and budgeting
and business planning
process for 2014-15

Head of
Finance and
Business
Management
– Mar 2014
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Member benefits
communicated to all
councillors
Active engagement with
councils on notice to
withdraw membership
LGA achievements
communicated regularly
through the Chairman’s
bulletin, First etc
Regular meetings with
regional bodies
Transparency of key data
with publication of
contracts, supplier
payments, expenses
Customer Survey results
used to drive changes
that will be valued by
member councils
Senior members, SMT
and Principal Advisers
maintain relationships
with councils

Residual
risk
I
L
5 →1
5 = high

Ref

S3

Risk

Financial sustainability
The LGA is not financially
viable.

Cause and effect
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Causes
- Membership withdrawal
- RSG funding reduction
- Loss of government
grants and contracts
- Pension liabilities not
fully funded
- Overheads do not
reduce in line with
reductions in income –
see below
- Pension liabilities
crystallise as employee
numbers reduce in the
individual companies

Controls/Sources of
assurance

-

-

5

5

Residual
risk
I
L
5 →1
5 = high

Effective budget planning
and management
Financial strategy
regularly reviewed by
Resources Panel and
Leadership Board
Strategy for reducing the
Pensions deficit agreed
by Resources Panel

Source of assurance –
monthly management
accounts
KPI – Total headcount
KPI – Debtors

4

5

Further Actions to
improve mitigation

Owner/
Date

Hd of
Leadership
and
Productivity/
– Jan 2014

-

Work to secure RSG
topslice from 2015/16
– ongoing discussions
with CLG

-

Review of property
strategy, in particular
future of Layden
House

-

Confirm strategy for
pension deficit
reduction

Chief
Exec/Head of
Finance –
Mar 2014

-

External review of
options for commercial
opportunities for the
LGA

Chief
Exec/Head of
Finance –
Mar 2014

Chief Exec/
Head of
Finance –
Mar 2014

3
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Effects
- Significant reduction in
size – not able to provide
core services
- Significantly increased
pension costs in future
years
- Going concern issues

Inherent
risk
I
L
5 →1
5 = high

Ref

Risk

Cause and effect

S4

Shared services contract

Causes
- Unforeseen event
triggers contract failure.
- Contract not fit-forpurpose.
- Ineffective client side
- Lack of service
availability
- Quality and performance
of service delivery fails to
meet client’s standards
- Contract re-negotiation
does not achieve required
reduction in overheads

The LGA’s outsourced
shared services are not
delivered to an acceptable
standard; overhead costs
do not reduce in line with
the overall size of the
organisation
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Controls/Sources of
assurance

-

-

4

5

-

-

Governance
arrangements in place –
Programme Board,
Contract Management
Board, Contract manager
Liberata performance
against KPIs monitored
Client-side team review
day-to-day performance
on the contract
Annual customer surveys
Exit management plan in
place should the contract
terminate
Contract renegotiated
from April 2013
ICT client-side
strengthened and ICT
strategy developed

Source of assurance –
monthly reporting and
review of Liberata KPIs at
Contract Management
Board
KPI – Liberata customer
satisfaction survey

5

Residual
risk
I
L
5 →1
5 = high

4

3

Further Actions to
improve mitigation

Owner/
Date

-

One-off contract
changes to be
implemented during
2013/14

Head of
Finance –
March 2014

-

Demand reduction
measures to be
implemented in
2013/14

Head of
Finance –
review Jan
2014

-

Further review of
contract requirements
during 2013/14 with a
view to achieving
further cost reductions
from 2014/15

Head of
Finance –
Mar 2014
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Effects
- Business support
requirements not met – we
are not able to deliver our
services effectively
- Inability to make cost
reductions.
- Negative impact on
reputation, particularly
with membership
- Inability to make
changes
- Customer dissatisfaction

Inherent
risk
I
L
5 →1
5 = high

Ref

S5

Risk

People Management

We do not maintain
employee capacity and
capability as our core
funding reduces

Cause and effect

Inherent
risk
I
L
5 →1
5 = high

Causes
- Low employee morale
- Lack of clarity and
focus
- Reductions in
employee numbers to
achieve a balanced
budget
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Effects
- We do not retain key
employees

Controls/Sources of
assurance

-

-

4

3

-

Clear focus and
prioritisation through the
business planning
process
Line management
support
Strong focus on internal
communications through
the Portal, monthly
employee briefings;
annual employee
conference; Knowledge
bites
Appraisal scheme
Actions taken in the light
of Employee Surveys and
other feedback

Residual
risk
I
L
5 →1
5 = high

Further Actions to
improve mitigation

-

3

Employee
development
programmes continue

Owner/
Date

Head of HR ongoing

1

Source of assurance –
annual employee survey

6
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KPI – Employee
engagement
KPI – BME employees % of
total workforce
KPI – average sick days

Risk Matrix - the following chart shows where, and what colour the risk will fall in to dependent on the scores. Red being the most severe and
green being the least. The scores within the chart are multiples of the likelihood and impact,
For example (Likelihood of) 3 x (Impact of) 4 = (Risk score of) 12
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Potential impact

Projected likelihood

X

Low (1)

Medium (3)

High (5)

Very high
(5)
High (4)

manage and monitor - 5

urgent focus and action - 15

immediate focus and action - 25

management effort worthwhile - 4

manage and monitor - 12

significant focus and action - 20

Medium
(3)

accept but monitor - 3

management effort worthwhile - 9

manage and monitor - 15

Low (1)

accept but monitor - 1

accept but periodically review - 3

accept but monitor - 5

•
•
•
•

Red
Amber
Yellow
Green

-

Urgent actions required to reduce ratings
Actions required to manage and monitor ratings
Actions required to monitor ratings
Actions required to maintain ratings

7

15 – 25 points
12 points
4 – 9 points
1 – 3 points
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What the colours mean (as a guide):
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Communications activity– quarterly report – October to December
2013
Purpose of report
For information.
Summary
Since December 2012, and following the publication of the organisation’s communication
plan and strategy, a monitoring and evaluation system has been developed to allow tracking
and recording media coverage. As well as volume of media activity, it also allows the tone of
coverage (positive or negative) and ratio of proactive and reactive coverage to be measured.
The main results for October to December 2013 are:
• National media mentions up 101 per cent year-on-year from 127 in the same period for
2012 to 256 in 2013.
• 75 per cent of coverage was through pro-active media work.
• 71 per cent of our national coverage was positive.
• Our media work before and after the Autumn Statement and Local Government
Finance Settlement received 50 media mentions.
• More than one million website page views by more than 180,000 unique users.
• 204 mentions of the LGA in Parliament from October to December.

Recommendation
That the Leadership Board notes the communications activity for the period October to
December 2013.
Action
None.
Contact officer:

David Holdstock

Position:

Director of Communications

Phone no:

020 7664 3056

Email:

david.holdstock@local.gov.uk
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Communications activity– quarterly report – October to December
2013
Background
1.

In April 2013, we presented and published our Communications Strategy 2013-14 to
the Leadership Board. It outlined our key targets, which included a target to deliver high
quality communications activity which is 75 per cent proactive, with a clear focus on
national media.

2.

Our aim is to position ourselves as the ‘come to’ organisation on all matters which
affect local government. When it is necessary to react to events, stories or
announcements, we will ensure the LGA provides a strong voice for local government,
defending the sector’s position.

Media activity October to December 2013
3.

The following sets out all quarterly media coverage since April 2013.

Mentions (all)
National (print, online,

APRIL – JUNE 2012

APRIL – JUNE 2013

5179
105

4729 (- 8%)
306 (+191%)

broadcast)

Mentions (all)
National (print, online,

JULY – SEP 2012
3789
101

JULY – SEP 2013
5931 (+56%)
305 (+201%)

broadcast)

Mentions (all)
National (print, online,

OCT – DEC 2012
4971
127

OCT – DEC 2013
6563 (+32%)
256 (+101%)

broadcast)

Overall media mentions
3000
2500
2000
1500
Mentions 2012
1000
Mentions 2013
500
0
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4.

This quarter saw another significant increase in national media coverage compared to
the same period in the previous year (up 101 per cent). This follows a 201 per cent
increase between July and September 2013 and a 191 per cent increase between April
and June 2013.

National media mentions
140
120
100
80
60

National 2012

40

National 2013

20
0

Source of coverage

Reactive
25%

Proactive
75%

5.

75 per cent of LGA coverage this quarter was through pro-active work. 50 separate
pieces of coverage were generated through our media work around the Autumn
Statement and Local Government Finance Settlement.

6.

Other proactive releases included:
• Local authorities prepare for extreme weather (24 pieces of coverage)
• LGA response to the Autumn Statement (9 pieces of coverage)
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•
•
•

7.

LGA: Let councils lead on energy schemes (6 pieces of coverage)
Motorists pay over £1,000 a year in taxes (5 pieces of coverage)
CCTV parking camera ban will put children at risk (5 pieces of coverage)

71 per cent of our coverage this quarter was positive. This was led by pro-active work
around the Autumn Statement and Local Government Finance Settlement which
included releases on a national care loans scheme and calling for the Government to
lift the housing borrowing cap. We also issued pro-active releases on winter readiness
and as councils responded to the storms that hit the country. Reactive work included
rebutting criticism around parking charges and the use of bailiffs.
Print and online media

8.

The following sets out national newspaper and online coverage for the period October
to December 2013.

Mentions by national newspaper/online
51

28
25 24
15
12
9

9
6

5

5

5

3

3
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9.

The LGA appeared in the majority of national daily and weekend newspapers and
online broadcasters and featured in the Guardian 51 times this quarter including a high
volume of articles reporting our Autumn Statement media releases. They were also
reported widely by BBC Online (28 mentions) while the Mail (25 mentions) leapfrogged
the Telegraph (24 mentions) into the top three.

Mentions (national and online) by
spokesperson
Sir Merrick Cockell - 16%
Cllr Peter Box - 13%

16%

Cllr Mike Jones - 9%
47%

13%

Cllr David Simmonds - 7%
Cllr Katie Hall - 6%

9%

Cllr Sharon Taylor - 1%
Cllr Mehboob Khan - 1%

7%
6%
1%

Spokesperson/Mentioned/Othe
r - 47%

1%

Broadcast media
10.

The following sets out broadcast activity for the period October to December 2013.
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11.

Our media work saw coverage 34 times on national TV and radio this quarter.
December was our busiest broadcast month with 13 stories over 6 different channels
and programmes.

12.

Sir Merrick Cockell returned to the BBC Daily Politics programme in December to
discuss the LGA’s call to scrap the Barnett Formula while also talking about the issue
on BBC Radio 5 Live.

13.

Cllr Mehboob Khan and Cllr David Simmonds covered half of all LGA broadcast
interviews this quarter discussing a range of topics from parking charges on Sky News,
adult social care funding on BBC News and potholes on ITV Daybreak.

14.

Cllr Peter Fleming appeared on BBC Radio 4 You and Yours to discuss collective
switching and appeared on ITV Daybreak to talk parking charges.

Broadcast interviews by spokesperson
Cllr Mehboob Khan - 33%
Cllr David Simmonds - 17%

17%
2%
33%

Cllr Sharon Taylor - 7%
Cllr Mike Jones - 7%

5%

Sir Merrick Cockell - 7%

5%

Cllr Peter Box - 5%

7%

Cllr Peter Fleming - 5%
7%

17%

Cllr Katie Hall - 2%

7%

Mentioned/Other - 17%

1%

Coverage by portfolio

2%

Children and Young
People - 25%
Finance - 22%

1%
5%
7%

25%

9%

14%
22%

Environment, Housing
and Planning - 14%
Economy and
Transport - 14%
Community Wellbeing 9%
Improvement - 7%
Community Safety - 5%

14%
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15.

The majority of our coverage this quarter was positive. Negative Children and Young
People coverage came from criticism around housing homeless teenagers in B&Bs,
care leaver support, Ofsted warnings around children missing from mainstream
education and a report into CSE from the Children’s Commissioner. Community
Wellbeing included reports on 15 minute care visits, care worker minimum wages and
the progress of the Winterbourne View Joint Improvement Programme. For Economy
and Transport it was around parking charges, Environment, Housing and Planning
was on criticism around collective switching progress and councils’ use of Discretionary
Housing Payments. In Finance it was on the use of bailiffs and council tax arrears.

Public affairs activity
16.

From 1 October to 31 December 2013 there were 204 mentions of the LGA in
Parliament.

17.

During this period we have submitted written evidence to eight separate Select
Committee inquiries, and offered oral evidence on seven occasions.

18.

In addition to Select Committees, we have issued more than 40 parliamentary briefings
on LGA campaigns or ahead of debates in both Houses.

Legislation
19.

On the Pensions Bill, we briefed Peers about the financial impact of the legislation.
Ahead of Second Reading and Committee Stage in the House of Lords, the LGA met
with Peers, including Lord Whitty (Lab), Lord German (Lib Dem) and Baroness Eaton
(Con), and issued briefings to Peers from all political benches. Our concerns were
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raised on the floor of the House and as a result Treasury Minister Lord Freud has
offered to meet LGA Chairman Sir Merrick and officials at a round table for further
discussions.
20.

We secured a significant success during the House of Lords Report Stage of the
Children and Families Bill when the Government curtailed a power in the Bill to
remove all local authorities from adopter recruitment by accepting an amendment
requiring an active debate and vote in both Houses of Parliament before its use. This
was in addition to an earlier concession delaying its implementation until 2015. The
LGA has briefed Peers (including Shadow Education Minister Baroness Hughes) and
civil servants and issued briefings to raise awareness of the issue and push for an
amendment. The LGA has also been briefing Peers on the Bill’s Special Educational
Needs clauses. Although yet to be debated, a government amendment has already
been introduced and significantly alleviated LGA concerns.

21.

We met with the Electoral Commission during the last quarter to discuss the
Transparency of Lobbying, Non-party Campaigning and Trade Union
Administration Bill, and the potential impact on the LGA. The LGA also made
representations to Greg Clark MP in the Cabinet Office (17 October). The ministerial
response (17 November) confirmed that lobbying activity conducted by councillors will
not be captured by the Bill unless they are undertaking the work as paid lobbyists. The
letter from the Minister also offered reassurance that the LGA will not itself be covered
by the legislation. Reassurances were also received from the Deputy Prime Minister’s
office.

22.

Cllr David Simmonds and Paul Raynes gave oral evidence to the Draft Deregulation
Bill Committee on 4 November. The Chairman also co-signed a letter (25 November)
with Westminster Council to Oliver Letwin MP, copied to the Committee,
recommending that the Bill allows councils to recommend unnecessary or outdated
legislation for review and repeal.

23.

Local Audit and Accountability Bill - since 1 October we have issued briefings to
MPs ahead of Second Reading, Bill Committee, Report and Third Reading stages. We
have met with and briefed various MPs including Shadow Secretary of State for Local
Government Hilary Benn MP and Shadow Minister Andy Sawford MP (both Lab) as
well as backbenchers such as Andrew Stunell (Lib Dem), Heather Wheeler MP,
George Hollingberry MP and Mark Pawsey MP (all Con). Our engagement has focused
on supporting amendments to the proposals around council tax referendums and the
Local Government Publicity Code. We also delivered a key win for the sector by
persuading the Government to introduce an amendment to allow councils to be able to
continue to procure external audit nationally. We estimate this could save the public
purse more than £200 million over a five year period.
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24.

The Care Bill - we briefed ahead of the final stages in the House of Lords, including
Report and Third Reading, and ahead of the Second Reading in the House of
Commons on 16 December. Our focus has centred on social care funding, our
recommendation for a deferred payments system, and a secure funding framework for
the Care and Support Programme Board.

25.

We have also been working on the Local Government (Autonomy) Bill, a Private
Members Bill which seeks to provide a statutory foundation for local authorities in
England and Wales. The Bill has been drafted and discussions held with Lord Wills
(Lab) who has agreed to lead on the legislation within the House of Lords. The LGA is
working with Lord Wills to ensure the Bill is tabled in the New Year.

26.

27.

Anti-social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Bill - meetings have been held with
Baroness Smith of Basildon, Lord Beecham (both Lab LGA Vice-Presidents) and Lord
Rosser (Lab) to discuss our concerns. Briefings have also been provided to Peers
across all political benches during Committee stage of the Bill, which has been taking
place in the Lords over recent months.
The Business, Innovation and Skills Select Committee has been conducting prelegislative scrutiny of the Draft Consumer Rights Bill. We wrote to the Minister for
Consumer Affairs, Jo Swinson MP, raising concerns that the Bill could weaken the
ability for councils to tackle rogue traders by reforming powers of entry and potential
minimum competency standards for officers. A similar letter was sent to the Chair of
the BIS Select Committee, Adrian Bailey MP, to inform the inquiry. A meeting was also
held with Ann McKechin MP (Lab) to discuss her concerns on the need for national
competency standards, an issue she had brought up during the committee sessions on
the Bill.

Select Committees
28.

Cllr Ed Turner gave oral evidence to the Environmental Audit Select Committee on 9
October as part of an inquiry into housing standards, following on from written evidence
previously submitted. The resulting report from the Committee (20 November)
recognised the role of councils in driving up the quality of housing and the need for
local areas to have a say on standards, whilst raising concerns, that current
government proposals put this at risk.

29.

Cllr Sharon Taylor gave evidence to the Work and Pensions Select Committee (16
October) as part of an inquiry into the role of Jobcentre Plus in the reformed welfare
system. Cllr Taylor also gave evidence to the Committee (18 December) as part of a
separate inquiry into support for housing costs in the reformed welfare system.

30.

Head of Productivity Brian Reynolds gave oral evidence (28 October) to the
Communities and Local Government Select Committee on local government
procurement.
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31.

Cllr Robert Light gave oral evidence to the Education Select Committee as part of an
inquiry into Residential Children’s Homes (6 November). We also offered written
evidence to the Committee’s inquiry into academies and free schools (19 December).

32.

Cllr Mike Haines gave oral evidence to the Transport Select Committee (11
November) on councils’ preparations for winter weather. This followed written evidence
(7 October). The Select Committee was also provided with a copy of the findings from
our 2013/14 Winter Readiness Survey of local authorities. We issued three further
written submissions to the Transport Select Committee in response to inquiries being
held on the strategic road network (16 October), local decision making on transport
expenditure (9 December), and cycling safety (25 November).

33.

Cllr Katie Hall and Andrew Webster gave evidence (20 November) to the Health
Select Committee on public expenditure on health and social care.

34.

We submitted written evidence (4 December) to Home Affairs Select Committee’s
inquiry on “Police and Crime Commissioners: One Year On”.

35.

We submitted written evidence to the Public Administration Select Committee
inquiries on crime statistics (12 November) and citizen and public services (1
November).

All Party Parliamentary Groups
36.

Cllr Tony Ball gave oral evidence (3 December) to a parliamentary inquiry into boosting
youth employment and training following construction and housing investment. We
previously submitted written evidence to the inquiry, which is being chaired by Lord
Best (Crossbench, LGA Vice-President) and Nick Raynsford MP (Lab, Greenwich and
Woolwich) and supported by the Chartered Institute of Building. At the request of the
parliamentarians, we are currently canvassing local authorities for case studies to
inform the inquiry.

37.

We met with representatives of the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Skin (17
December) to discuss potential licensing of sunbed salons by local authorities.

Other parliamentary briefings
38.

Local government has been well represented on the subject of local government
finance in both parliamentary chambers. Working with colleagues across the
organisation, on the day briefings were issued on both the Autumn Statement (5
December) and Local Government Finance Settlement (18 December). Ahead of these
key dates, we briefed MPs on local authority funding for debates in the House of
Commons (10 October, 23 October, and 3 December) with our arguments and figures
heavily quoted on each occasion. We also briefed Peers for a debate in the House of
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Lords (17 December) on the need for reform of the Barnett Formula and a fair funding
settlement across all UK nations, which had been tabled by Lord Shipley.
39.

Economic growth - we briefed MPs on the role of local authorities in shaping their
high streets ahead of two House of Commons debates (16 October and 28 November);
on planning and housing supply for a Westminster Hall debate (24 October); and on
business rates ahead of an Opposition Day debate on the same subject (4 December).
Our arguments and positions were referenced in all debates.

40.

We briefed parliamentarians ahead of a House of Commons debate on housing
benefit (12 November) and a House of Lords debate on fracking (19 November).

41.

The LGA briefed MPs for an Opposition Day Debate on childcare (19 November). We
also briefed Ian Mearns MP (Lab, LGA Vice President) ahead of his Westminster Hall
debate (19 November) on the oversight of free schools.

Other meetings
42.

In addition to linking all parliamentary briefings and submissions to the Rewiring Public
Services campaign, we briefed stakeholder organisations on the recommendations.
Between 1 October and 31 December this included meetings with: Living Streets, the
NHS Confederation, the Campaign to Protect Rural England, the Co-operative Group,
Macmillan Cancer Support, PwC, RSPCA, Age UK, the Kings Fund, and Zurich
Municipal.

43. The Chairman met Chris Grayling MP (Secretary of State for Justice); Kris Hopkins MP
(Parliamentary under Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government); Jo
Johnson MP (Head of No. 10 Policy Unit); and Baroness Stowell (Parliamentary under
Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government).

44.

Other briefings held with parliamentarians between 1 October and 31 December,
include Chris Evans MP (Lab, on Rewiring Public Services), Jim Dowd MP (Lab, on
Rewiring Public Services), Therese Coffey MP (Con, on the spare room subsidy), Nick
Herbert MP (Con, on Local Plans), Martin Horwood MP (Lib Dem on Local Plans),
Gisela Stuart MP (Lab, on local government finance), Mary Creagh MP (Shadow Lab
Secretary of State for Transport, on parking fines), Lord Shipley (Lib Dem, on local
government finance), and Baroness Eaton (Con, on local government procurement), as
well as a number of parliamentary advisers.

Other events
45.

We organised a Smith Square Debate entitled “The big debate: Can local public
services be rewired?” chaired by Mayor Dorothy Thornhill. Speakers included LGA
Chairman Cllr Sir Merrick Cockell; John Redwood MP (Chair of the Con Economic
Affairs Committee); Andy Sawford MP (Shadow Minister for Local Government) and
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Ben Page (Chief Executive of IPSOS Mori). Ninety-seven councillors, officers and
stakeholders attended, to hear from the panel on the recommendations within Rewiring
Public Services on how best to meet future funding challenges.
46.

We organised two roundtable events to discuss whole person integrated care. The first
(9 October) was held in Parliament and chaired by Shadow Secretary of State Andy
Burnham MP, with the Shadow Minister Kiz Kendall also present. Attendees included
senior local government officers and members. The second (2 December) was held in
Local Governemnt House and offered an opportunity for senior local government
officers and members to contribute to Sir John Oldham’s commission into the future of
care. Sir John and members of his team were present.

Digital communications
47.

Website statistics October to December 2013
Visits: 275,048
Unique visitors: 182,734
Page views: 1,061,773
Number of page views up from the last quarter (1,009,318) however a small decline in
visits (295,570) and unique visitors (188,011). 55.9 per cent of visitors were new to the
website.

48.

Subscriptions went up for all bulletins except Children and Young People, which went
down by 51, Improvement and Innovation, which went down by 20, and Workforce
which went down by 23.
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Figure 1: number of e-bulletin subscribers

Notes:
(1) Localism and Economy and Transport e-bulletins are relatively new and the percentage increase month-on
month is amongst the highest.
(2) The Improvement e-bulletin is an amalgamation of several previous e-bulletins that existed before the
rationalisation, hence the large subscriber numbers.
(3) The workforce e-bulletin is sent infrequently compared to other bulletins.
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Chief Executive’s Monthly Report – January 2014
Purpose of report
For discussion and direction.

Summary
The LGA business plan 2013/14 centres on three priorities:
•
•
•

Funding for local government;
Economic growth, jobs and prosperity; and
Public service reform.

The monthly Chief Executive’s report sets out the LGA’s main achievements against those
priorities. It also summarises how we are supporting councils through our core improvement
services, and how we are managing our own efficiency and effectiveness.

Recommendation
That Leadership Board notes the Chief Executive’s report for January 2014.

Contact officer:

Carolyn Downs

Position:

Chief Executive

Phone no:

020 7664 3213

E-mail:

carolyn.downs@local.gov.uk
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Chief Executive’s Monthly Report –January 2013
Part 1- Achievements against our three priorities
Priority 1 – Funding for local government
•

All MPs and Peers were briefed on our Autumn Statement submission, and Sir Merrick, Cllr
David Simmonds and Cllr Sharon Taylor were interviewed by the Telegraph, Independent and
Guardian respectively. In response to the Autumn Statement, we issued an LGA on-the-day
briefing to councils and parliamentarians, along with a number of press statements.

•

Cllr Mehboob Khan appeared on BBC Breakfast highlighting our requests and concerns over
the Provisional Local Government Finance Settlement, and Cllr Sharon Taylor appeared
on BBC Newsnight. We produced and distributed an on-the-day briefing on our response to
the Settlement for parliamentarians and councils.

•

Responded to the Communities and Local Government Committee report on Community
budgets, which laid out the risk of these budgets being replaced. We highlighted the
importance of government understanding that Community Budgets and the Troubled Families
programme have been pioneered by councils, and that only a fraction of the potential savings
will be unlocked unless the government fully commits to modernising the way it works.

•

Secured coverage across the media on our call for reform of the Barnett formula. Sir Merrick
appeared on the BBC Daily Politics and BBC Radio 5Live Breakfast with Cllr Mehboob Khan
interviewing with the BBC regionally. We worked pro-actively with LGA Vice-President Lord
Shipley and other peers on his House of Lord debate on reform of the Barnett Formula and it
was encouraging to see many Peers agree with the LGA position that the present system for
allocating funding penalises English councils.

•

The Open Data Breakthrough Funding panel awarded the final element of the £1 million
grant from the Department for Business Innovation and Skills. The funding is to enable open
data release and easier access to open data, supporting growth and innovation, contributing
to local engagement and action with citizens, communities and business.

•

Wrote to Rt Hon Greg Clark MP to offer LGA assistance to ensure that the new Growth
Deals process offers local areas the chance to be bold and ambitious, and challenges
Whitehall to be braver about letting go. We will also be setting up some learning events to
help member authorities to prepare for their participation in the Growth Deals negotiations.

Priority 2 – Economic growth, jobs and prosperity
•

Implementation of the Scrap Metal Dealers Act 2013 was completed on 1st December with
councils and the police now able to prosecute for trading in scrap metal without a licence.
Chair of the Safer and Stronger Communities Board, Cllr Mehboob Khan, outlined the role of
local authorities in introducing the legislation to the All Party Parliamentary Group on Metal
Theft in early January, alongside the Home Office Minister, Norman Baker MP.
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Cllr Peter Box (Chair, Economy and Transport Board) gave oral evidence to the Transport
Select Committee on the strategic roads network. We provided written evidence to two further
Transport Select Committee inquiries, on cycling safety and local decision making on transport
expenditure, the latter of which the LGA recommended that the Committee consider.

•

Cllr David Simmonds was interviewed on BBC Radio 5 Live on the Government’s consultation
on parking that aims to give residents the power to force councils to review their parking
policies. Cllr Tony Ball discussed council’s use of CCTV parking cameras outside schools on
LBC Radio.

•

Secured further conversations between the Highways Agency (HA), councils and Local
Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) on how the HA can better support local growth. With councils
and LEPs about to submit their draft Strategic Economic Plans, and Department for Transport
consulting on plans to transform the HA into a publicly owned company, this was an ideal
opportunity for local leaders to press for support on growth from the HA.

•

Responded to the Transport Select Committee’s enquiry on ‘Local decision making on
transport expenditure’ highlighting that significant hurdles remain in place, hindering the
ability of local partners to maximise their drive for economic growth and to manage DfT’s
estimates that traffic on the local roads network will increase by 41.5 per cent by 2040.

•

Cllr Mike Jones promoted our lines on housing and planning in a recorded interview with
BBC Radio 5Live for a documentary to be broadcast on Britain’s housing shortage.

•

Produced a snapshot of licensing activity in councils, identifying resource-intensive and/or
ineffective licences. The results will be used to inform our licensing reform proposals, which will
be launched at the annual licensing conference on 4th February..

•

Supported 10 portfolio holders to lead transformational change of cultural services through the
second LGA / Arts Council England culture and growth Leadership Academy 4-5
December.

Priority 3 – Public services reform
•

The Winterbourne View Joint Improvement Programme (JIP) published a ‘status report’ for
each of the 152 health and wellbeing board areas in England, evaluating the progress of each
area against the commitments in the Winterbourne View Concordat. As a result, the JIP has
identified and written to the 16 local areas most in need of improvement support to achieve the
Concordat commitments.

•

The cross-sector Care and Support Implementation Board agreed the scope of the Care
and Support Programme Management Office. In December the programme launched its new
website at www.local.gov.uk/care-support-reform. The site includes information and resources
to help local decision-makers and their implementation teams assess the impact of the Bill and
prioritise their resources.

•

Our Autumn Smith Square Debate saw Andy Sawford MP, John Redwood MP and Ben Page
(Ipsos MORI Chief Executive) debating key issues on Rewiring Public Services and drew an
audience of councillors, officers, civil servants and think tank representatives.
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Part 2 - Sector-led support, improvement and innovation – our core services

•

Following extensive LGA lobbying, the Government brought forward a new clause in the Local
Audit and Accountability Bill to create a voluntary, sector-led procurement process that will
allow councils to procure their audit nationally. It is estimated that this change will save the
sector £200 million over five years.

•

The Accelerating Innovation in Local Government Research Project published their research
and Key Actions for Innovation in partnership with the LGA. The publication identified key
messages for leading councillors to drive innovation

•

As part of its sector-led support on children's services councils can access a five-day
safeguarding peer review or two shorter and focused 'diagnostics' for safeguarding practice
and care practice. Priority is given to councils with a need to address performance issues.

•

Cllr Mike Haines appeared in front of the Transport Select Committee on winter resilience
drawing on the findings of the 2013 LGA winter readiness survey. Cllr David Simmonds was
also interviewed about winter readiness and authorities’ preparations on BBC Radio 5 Live.

•

The first modules of the Next Generation Leadership programme have taken place. While the
programmes vary in content across the different Groups, they all provided a foundation and
insight into the different approaches to leadership

•

LG Inform, which gives authorities easy access to up-to-date published data about their local
area and the performance of their organisation, is now available to the public. Councils and
fire and rescue authorities can publish reports from LG Inform to their own website/s for
residents to view in order to share evidence of their authority's performance in a meaningful,
open and transparent way.

•

We continue to provide communications support to a number of authorities, ranging from
advising on restructuring Communications teams through to more specific support around
reputation issues. We met with Taunton Deane and West Somerset councils to assist with the
communications around their joint management and shared services initiative.

•

The results of our survey of councils on the impact of our agreement with the Public
Fundraising Regulatory Association show that the new agreements are having a positive
impact, with complaints about street fundraising reduced in almost two-thirds of the areas with
them in place. 95 per cent of respondents felt the agreements had been successful and would
recommend them to other local authorities

•

Guardian online ran an article on the National Graduate Development Programme for local
government; the LGA and SOLACE report into the skills needed for chief executives was
referenced on Guardian Online in a piece analysing the skills needed to be a successful
council chief executive.

•

Selection of the 10 contestants and 5 host challenges for the 2014 Local Government
Challenge is complete. The new series will launch on 23 January with the first hosted jointly by
London Borough of Barking and Dagenham and Thurrock Councils.
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Part 3 – Our own efficiency and effectiveness
Membership
1.

The numbers of councils on notice has reduced to 15:
Royal Borough of Kingston Upon Thames
London Borough of Croydon
East Staffordshire Borough Council
Rossendale Borough Council
Southend-on-Sea Borough Council
Stockton-on-Tees Borough Council
Bristol City Council
Liverpool City Council
Birmingham City Council
Nottingham City Council
Manchester City Council
Newcastle City Council
Leeds City Council
Sheffield City Council
North Lincolnshire Council

2.

Sefton Council and Derbyshire Fire and Rescue Authority have both withdrawn their
notice fully, and Waverley Borough Council, West Sussex County Council and
Wandsworth Council have rolled over their notice to 2015. The Core Cities have written
to Sir Merrick indicating their intention to work with the new City Regions Board to
make it a success over the next year, although have not yet formally withdrawn notice.

3.

The following visits to councils by the Chairman, Chief Executive and Strategic
Directors are confirmed to end of February 2014.

2014 Schedule of Visits
9 January
9 January
10 January

Isle of Wight
Southampton
Southampton

Michael Coughlin
Michael Coughlin
Michael Coughlin

17 January

Telford & Wrekin

Carolyn Downs

17 January
28 January

Sandwell Council
Mole Valley

Carolyn Downs
Michael Coughlin

30 January

Re-wiring in the regions- Yorkshire & Humber

Sir Merrick Cockell/ Michael Coughlin

5 February

Dorset Chief Executives

Michael Coughlin

10-11 February

COSLA, Scottish Parliament

Sir Merrick Cockell

14 February

Sedgemoor

Michael Coughlin

18 February
18 February

London Borough of Croydon (at LGA)
Coventry City Council and Solihull MBC

Carolyn Downs
Sir Merrick Cockell

27 February

Bath & NE Somerset Event

Michael Coughlin

28 February

North Somerset

Michael Coughlin
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LGA Forward Plan
Purpose of report
For discussion and direction.
Summary
The LGA Leadership Board is responsible for driving the Association’s activities and
business, taking a lead in developing and overseeing delivery of the business plan and
identifying the emerging and key issues to highlight to the LGA Executive.
As part of this, Members are invited to consider which items they would like to see on future
agendas of the LGA Leadership Board, LGA Executive and Councillors’ Forum.
The current draft agendas for February and March 2014 are attached at Appendix A.

Recommendation
That the Leadership Board endorses the Forward Plan and specifies topics and items for
future meetings of the LGA Executive, Leadership Board and Councillors’ Forum;
Action
Officers to brief Members and officers in line with steer.

Contact officer:

Cathy Boyle

Position:

Manager, Member Services

Phone no:

020 7664 3205

E-mail:

cathy.boyle@local.gov.uk
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Appendix A

February 2014
LGA Leadership Board - 19 February 2014
Item

Summary

Part 1
LGA Business
Annual Conference & Exhibition

Monthly update on 2014 Annual Conference & Exhibition

Chief Executive’s Report

To hold the Chief Executive to account for delivery against the
business plan

LGA Executive Agenda

To run through the items to be considered by the LGA
Executive the following day

LGA Forward Plan

To consider topics for discussion at LGA Leadership Board,
LGA Executive and Councillors’ Forum

Note of the last meeting

To approve the note of the last meeting

Part 2 [CONFIDENTIAL]
Icelandic Banks Update

To consider an update on the recent activity in legal cases
and progress on funds recovery.

Councillors’ Forum - 20 February 2014
LGA and the Media

Mike Sergeant, BBC Correspondent , will attend for this
discussion.

Chairman’s Report

To present the Chairman’s monthly report

Chairs of Boards’ Reports

To present the Chairs of Boards’ monthly reports

Digest of the last meeting
LGA Executive - 20 February 2014
Item
Part 1
Rewiring Public Services:
Progress Update
Rewiring Public Services:
Devolved Arrangements
Business Rates Appeals –
Consultation
LGA Business
Note of LGA Leadership Board
Meeting
Note of the last LGA Executive
meeting
Part 2 [CONFIDENTIAL]

Summary
To include updates on lobbying, Bills and financial
distribution
To agree proposed devolved arrangements for England
To consider a response to the Business Rates Appeals
Consultation.
To highlight key issues from the LGA Leadership Board
meeting the previous day
To agree the note of the last meeting.
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March 2014
LGA Leadership Board - 19 March 2014
Item

Summary

Part 1
LGA Business
LGA Business Plan & Budget

To consider the final LGA Business Plan & Budget 2014/15

Annual Conference & Exhibition

Monthly update on 2014 Annual Conference & Exhibition

Chief Executive’s Report

To hold the Chief Executive to account for delivery against the
business plan

LGA Executive Agenda

To run through the items to be considered by the LGA
Executive the following day

LGA Forward Plan

To consider topics for discussion at LGA Leadership Board,
LGA Executive and Councillors’ Forum

Note of the last meeting

To approve the note of the last meeting

Part 2 [CONFIDENTIAL]
Layden House

To consider final recommendations on the future of Layden
House

LGA Commercial Strategy

To approve a new commercial strategy for the LGA

Councillors’ Forum - 20 March 2014
Public Health Leadership

Kevin Fenton, National Director, Public Health England,
to address the Forum

Chairman’s Report

To present the Chairman’s monthly report

Chairs of Boards’ Reports

To present the Chairs of Boards’ monthly reports

Digest of the last meeting
LGA Executive - 20 March 2014
Item
Part 1
Public Services Rewiring:

Public Services Rewiring
Municipal Bonds Agency
LGA Business
LGA Business Plan & Budget
Note of LGA Leadership Board
Meeting
Note of the last LGA Executive
meeting
Part 2 [CONFIDENTIAL]

Summary
To agree: alternative to the Barnett Formula; Funding
Settlement linked to the life of Parliament; Localised Jobs
Initiative for adults.
To consider the Municipal Bonds Agency operational
plan.
To agree the final budget and business plan for 2014/15.
To highlight key issues from the LGA Leadership Board
meeting the previous day
To agree the note of the last meeting.
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Local Government House is well
served by public transport. The
nearest mainline stations are:
Victoria and Waterloo: the local
underground stations are
St James’s Park (Circle and
District Lines), Westminster
(Circle, District and Jubilee Lines),
and Pimlico (Victoria Line) - all
about 10 minutes walk away.

Public transport

Tel: 020 7664 3131
Fax: 020 7664 3030
Email: info@local.gov.uk
Website: www.local.gov.uk

Local Government Association
Local Government House
Smith Square
London SW1P 3HZ
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88 Camden Town - Whitehall
- Westminster - Pimlico Clapham Common

C10 Canada Water - Pimlico Victoria

507 Waterloo - Victoria

Bus routes – Horseferry Road

Horseferry Road Car Park
Horseferry Road/Arneway
Street. Visit the website at
ZZZZHVWPLQVWHUJRYXNSDUNLQJ

Abingdon Street Car Park (off
Great College Street)

Car parks

d

Ro

For further details, please call
0845 900 1234 or visit the website
at www.cclondon.com

roun

y

Local Government House is
located within the congestion
charging zone.

Broadway

on G
Strutt

Central London Congestion
Charging Zone

The nearest Barclays cycle hire
racks are in Smith Square. Cycle
racks are also available at
Local Government House.
Please telephone the LGA
on 020 7664 3131.

Cycling facilities
Br
oa
dw
ay

eferr

Hors

Buses 3 and 87 travel along
Millbank, and the 507 between
Victoria and Waterloo stops in
Horseferry Road close to Dean
Bradley Street.

Crystal Palace - Brixton Oxford Circus

For further information, visit the
Transport for London website
at ZZZWÀJRYXN

3

87 Wandsworth - Aldwych

Bus routes – Millbank

LGA location map
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